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Abstract

Recent advances in deep reinforcement learning (DRL) have allowed it to contribute

to areas which were previously the domain of traditional algorithms. Operations re-

search (OR), however, has lagged behind in this respect. OR problems often involve

data with properties that are difficult for deep learning techniques to handle, and

there is a concomitant lack of background research to draw from when designing new

DRL approaches in this area. A 2019 paper introduced Deep Bipartite Assignment

(DBA), a neural network architecture which allows DRL to be applied to simple bi-

partite assignment problems such as the Weapon-Target Assignment problem (WTA).

In this work, we accomplish two objectives. First, we demonstrate that DBA can be

extended to address more complex scheduling problems, including the Nurse Schedul-

ing Problem and the Spatio-Temporal WTA. Second, we use DBA as a starting point

to research the effects of various design choices on performance when solving schedul-

ing and assignment problems using DRL. We identify patterns in hyperparameter

choice, network structure, and training algorithm choice which can be used by future

researchers to design better performing DRL agents for OR problems.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Assignment Problems

Assignment problems are, in their simplest form, about making choices. Assigning a

person to an activity is making a choice for that person from among all the different

activities that they could do. Choices like these can be simple, like choosing what to

eat from a half-stocked cupboard. They can also be complex, like choosing a career

path from the thousands of different possibilities. Increasingly, both people and

companies look to algorithms to guide them through these choices. This is especially

true when many choices need to be made in tandem, with each choice affecting the

others. These types of scenarios are modeled by some of the most complex assignment

problems [3, 4], and they are the type which this thesis will address.

An assignment problem can, more generally, be thought of as a combinatorial

optimization (CO) problem [4]. Assignment problems take any number of resources

(or agents) and assign them to any number of tasks. Different assignments have

different costs or reward associated with them. The goal of these problems is to make

a set of assignments that minimizes the total cost (or maximizes the total reward). In
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most cases these assignments are subject to constraints which limit the way in which

assignments can be made.

Certain types of problems can also be framed as assignment problems, even though

they don’t intuitively seem like they would be solvable using the same methods. For

example, single- or multi-agent scheduling problems can potentially be framed as

sequences of assignment problems. Each assignment of an agent (resource) to a task

represents that task being designated as the next one for the agent to complete (a full

description of this framing is given in the description of the Spatio-Temporal Weapon-

Target Assignment problem in Section 4.1.2). These types of problems often appear

in the field of operations research (OR), which studies the application of scientific or

mathematical techniques to business and organizational decisions.

The combinatorial nature of these OR/CO problems makes finding optimal solu-

tions difficult using traditional means. Many assignment problems are NP-Complete,

and so a limit exists on the efficiency with which they can be solved exactly [5].

While approximation algorithms exist for many assignment problems [4], these need

to be designed for every problem formulation separately. This is time-consuming,

and decades of research can go into developing efficient algorithms for even simple

versions of such problems [6]. Common traditional methods include linear and in-

teger programming, which break such problems down into sets of equations which

can be optimized through searches or closed-form solutions [7, 8, 9]. The difficulty

associated with this process has led researchers to apply machine learning methods

to these problems.

In one recent example, Daniel Gibbons designed a neural network architecture

which can generate solutions to assignment problems such as the Weapon-Target
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Assignment problem (WTA) when given access to either a simulated problem envi-

ronment or a large set of optimal example solutions [10]. This architecture, “Deep

Bipartite Assignment” (DBA), applies deep learning to two common CO problems

which traditional neural network architectures and deep reinforcement learning (DRL)

methods could not easily address (the theoretical reasons for this, as well as the ways

in which this architecture addresses them, are discussed in Section 4.2).

The DBA architecture is worth investigating and developing further, as it provides

a way to apply the benefits of DRL to general assignment and scheduling problems

in operations research. OR problems often lack labeled data, in part because of the

difficulty is finding a perfect solution using the methods discussed above. Slow search-

based methods may work on individual problems in certain practical situations, but

they do not allow for solving large sets of such problems en masse. Large, parallelized

solution generation is not only useful in practical scenarios, but is also a requirement

for traditional deep learning. DRL methods have no need for labeled data, and require

only an accurate model of the environment being examined.

DRL also allows flexibility retraining for new datasets or problems. This is valu-

able, as many OR problems are simply re-skinned versions of fixed templates such

as assignment problems, routing problems, or scheduling problems. An architecture

that can solve an assignment or scheduling problem in one scenario can often learn

to solve another similar problem, even if the relationships between variables differ

in each case. This type of flexibility with regard to DRL is seen in a multitude of

studies which test their architectures on a wide variety of Atari games (which has

now become a common baseline for visual DRL systems) [11].
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1.2 Motivation

The improvement of algorithms in deep learning is often viewed as monotonic, with

early algorithms giving way to newer and better ones as the field evolves. Fields such

as image analysis, speech recognition, and natural language processing have all seen

deep learning surpass traditional methods, with state-of-the-art network structures

and training methods shaking-up these fields, only to be replaced with more advanced

methods a short time later [12, 13, 14, 15]. Natural language processing (NLP) is a

particularly good example of this, beginning with hard-coded expert systems, which

were quickly surpassed by statistical methods, which then gave way to neural network-

based approaches. Indeed, in recent years attention mechanisms and Transformer-

style architectures have overtaken recurrent methods to further transform the field.

Recent studies, however, have uncovered weaknesses in these models which were not

present in older approaches [16, 12]. While there is little doubt surrounding the value

of newer methods, comparative studies are crucial for discovering the tasks, situations,

and data types in which existing methods are still valuable.

Such studies also exist in areas of deep reinforcement learning, however these

studies tend to focus on the same types of input formats and neural network struc-

tures [17]. As a prime example, OpenAI Gym has become the de-facto standard for

comparative studies of deep reinforcement learning algorithms, as it provides a set of

robust and easy-to-implement environments with which to train a network [11]. These

include very simple environments such as Sutton and Barto’s well-known CartPole

problem, and more complex environments such as full-fledged Atari games [18, 19].

These environments, however are all relatively “well-behaved” with respect to DRL.

The actions available at each step are relatively consistent, and the observation spaces
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tend to be either simple 1D vectors or data with standard well-known structure (such

as images, text, etc).

These types of environments are popular for a good reason; they are representa-

tive of many of the problems reinforcement learning is applied to; However, difficulties

arise when reinforcement learning is applied to non-standard problems and environ-

ments. For example, OR/CO problems often require complex constraints on the

actions which can be taken at each step. Their observation spaces may also involve

an unordered set of entities, each with their own properties, which require completely

different deep learning frameworks to address. Despite recent surveys of applicable

strategies ([20, 21, 22, 9, 23]), a computer scientist developing a DRL agent for a novel

CO/OR problem can have little confidence that they are selecting the best framework

for the purpose. The more relevant surveys highlight difficulties that are currently

faced by researchers, and focus on research which still needs to be done (citing a

current lack of such research) [24].

Furthermore, research into DRL for OR problems is currently a small field relative

to other DRL applications. While machine learning has yet to outperform traditional

methods for the most common OR problems, it can potentially allow efficient heuris-

tics to be developed automatically, given a problem formulation, without years of

associated work [9, 7, 24]. This benefit should not be overlooked, as OR problems

such as the Nurse Scheduling Problem can vary in their constraints from case to case

[3]. Small differences in constraints can mean that a customized traditional approach

may fail entirely in a new scenario [3, 25]. A DRL agent, on the other hand, can be

quickly retrained using an updated model and learn a heuristic which is specific to

the new problem instance. DRL agents also have an advantage in their extremely
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quick evaluation time, which can be faster than traditional methods by a large mar-

gin [26]. As the field of DRL for OR develops further, DRL agents may eventually

begin to outperform traditional methods in the way that they have in other fields

[27, 12, 15, 14].

1.3 Contribution

The goals of this thesis are:

1. To extend the applications of Gibbons’ DBA architecture on the WTA problem

beyond traditional assignment problems to more general scheduling problems

2. To apply DRL to the Nurse Scheduling Problem for the first time

3. To compare the effectiveness of various policy-gradient and value-based RL

methods when learning heuristics for three OR/CO problems formulated as

assignment problems using DBA

4. To examine the impact of structural choices on the performance of these algo-

rithms on these problem sets

This thesis examines the effectiveness of three major DRL training algorithms:

A2C, PPO, and DDQN. Each of these algorithms is tested on a set of three diverse

OR optimization problems: the Weapon-Target Assignment problem, the Spatio-

Temporal WTA (ST-WTA), and the Nurse Scheduling Problem (NSP). These OR

problems are all framed as sequences of assignment problems, however the actual

problems themselves include both assignment and scheduling problems. The ST-

WTA in particular is a new problem which was introduced in a soon-to-be-published

paper [28].
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In addition to comparing algorithm effectiveness, the use of both different acti-

vation functions and dropout layers as part of the DBA architecture are examined

to determine if these architectural features impact the effectiveness of deep reinforce-

ment learning for OR problems (details on these architectural features will be covered

in Chapter 2).

1.4 Organization of Thesis

The remainder of this thesis will be structured as follows: Chapter 2 provides back-

ground information necessary to understand the problems addressed in this thesis,

and briefly reviews recent advances in the relevant areas of machine learning and OR.

Chapter 3 describes how DBAs input data is formatted, and how this can be extended

to represent scheduling problems. Chapter 4 describes the specific OR problems being

addressed in this thesis and the structure of the DBA architecture being used. It also

outlines the implementations of various DRL algorithms being used to train the DBA

network. Chapter 5 details the experiments performed in this research, provides the

results of those experiments, and concludes with an analysis of those results. Lastly,

Chapter 6 provides a review of the work performed in this thesis, the limitations of

that work, and the potential future work which may build on the results obtained

here.
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Chapter 2

Literature Review

This chapter introduces the core concepts and tools which this thesis makes use of.

It also briefly outlines the state of the field in which this thesis falls.

First, this section covers the field of deep reinforcement learning. This subfield

of machine learning provides the primary tools which are used for learning to solve

the OR problems used in this thesis. Next, this section covers some basic concepts

related to graphs, combinatorial optimization, and bipartite assignment problems.

These areas are where the aforementioned OR problems originate, and the concepts

introduced are necessary to understand the structure and difficulty of these problems.

Finally, this section addresses the intersection of DRL with combinatorial optimiza-

tion, graph theory, and operations research. It outlines existing work in this relatively

young area of research, and sets the stage for this work’s contributions.
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2.1 Deep Reinforcement Learning

2.1.1 Reinforcement Learning

Reinforcement learning (RL) is a subarea of machine learning, inspired by the way

that humans and animals learn [29]. An RL agent learns from a reward signal (positive

or negative “reinforcement”) which is provided in response to actions it takes. This

reward signal indicates how good or bad a given action is in a particular state (or

potentially how good the state itself is). By iteratively taking actions and learning

from the positive or negative feedback received, the agent can learn (from scratch)

a policy which maximizes the reward signal received. RL differs from regression and

other “supervised” methods, in which agents are trained to approximate outputs

by being shown examples of the correct outputs (e.g. correct actions), which must

be pre-generated through another method. Unlike some nontraditional optimization

methods suych as ant colony optimization and genetic algorithms, however, an RL

algorithm learns a policy that can be applied to any potential problem instance. After

training, it does not need to be run from scratch on each instance separately.

Markov Decision Processes

In reinforcement learning there is constant interaction between an agent and its en-

vironment. These systems of interaction can often be described using mathemati-

cal structures called Markov Decision Processes [29]. A Markov Decision Processes

(MDP) describes the dynamics of how an environment evolves as the agent interacts

with it. It is defined by a set of possible states S, a set of possible actions A, probabil-

ities P (s′|s, a) that taking any action a ∈ A(s) will cause the environment to change

from any state s ∈ S to any state s′ ∈ S, and a reward function which determines the
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Figure 2.1: A diagram of a simple deterministic finite MDP with S = {s0, s1, s2},
A = {a0, a1}, I = {s0}, and T = {s2}.

reward r which is received after a given action is taken in a given state. They also

include a set of one or more possible initial states I ⊆ S and a set of zero or more

terminal states T ⊆ S.

An MDP is deterministic if taking a given action in a given state will always result

in the same reward and will always leave the environment in the same state. In this

case PA(s′|s, a) = 1 for a single value s′ and is zero for all other values. An example

of a deterministic MDP is shown in Figure 2.1. Otherwise the MDP is probabilistic.

An MDP is considered finite if it can be represented with state and action sets of

finite size.

This process occurs over a series of time steps t ∈ [0, 1, 2...]. At each time step, the

agent receives information from the environment about its current state (in the form

of an observation st). The agent then selects an action at to take at the current step.

The environment receives this action, and provides the agent with a reward rt ∈ R

and a new state st+1. This state is then used for the agent to determine its action

at the following time step (note that in some works the reward received is denoted

rt+1, in order to associate it more closely with st+1 rather than at). This process

may continue forever, or may end when the environment reaches a terminal state at
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time step T (all problems addressed in this thesis are guaranteed to terminate after

a predefined maximum number of steps).

MDPs also have a property called the “Markov Property”. This property states

that the dynamics of the system at time t (chiefly, its transition probabilities and

reward function for the current state) depend only on its current state st, and do not

require the history of the agent or environment to be determined. This is expressed

mathematically in Equation 2.1:

P (s′, r|st, at) = P (s′, r|st, at, st−1, at−1, st−2, at−2, ..., s0, a0). (2.1)

The actions which the agent takes are determined by its policy π. This policy π :

S → A can be either deterministic or probabilistic. Pπ(a|s) (or simply π(a|s)) denotes

the probability that policy π takes action a in state s. The goal of reinforcement

learning in the context of MDPs is to learn an optimal policy π∗ which maximizes

the expected discounted rewards received over any possible trajectory.As is often the

case in RL, future rewards are discounted by a factor of 0 ≤ γ ≤ 1 in order to more

highly value immediate rewards. This goal is expressed in Equation 2.2:

π∗ = arg max
π

E[
∞∑
t=0

γtrt|at ∼ Pπ(at|st)]. (2.2)

V- and Q-Values:

Reward is the fundamental measure of solution quality used in RL. In general, this

reward signifies the value gained after taking an action in a given state. In many

RL algorithms and applications, it is useful to consider the sum of future discounted

rewards for states or state-action pairs, rather than individual reward signals. This
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can be useful, either for determining the quality of the actions taken by an agent, to

improve the agent’s policy, or as part of the policy itself. V- and Q-values are used

for these purposes.

V-values, also known as the “state-value function” represent the expected future

reward an agent will gain from being in a given state and following a policy π. For

an agent with policy π that is in state s at time t, the V-value is defined in Equation

2.3 [29]:

V π(s) := Eπ[
∞∑
k=0

γkrt+k|st = s]. (2.3)

This is the sum of all expected rewards that will be gained in all timesteps from the

current state onwards if policy π continues to be followed.

The Q-value is, in a way, a more specific version of the V-value. While V π(s)

represents the expected value that a policy will gain after being in a certain state

s, a Q-value Qπ(s, a) represents the expected value a policy will gain after taking a

specific action a in that state s. The Q-value is defined in an almost identical way to

the V-value, except that it is defined for a specific action a in Equation 2.4 [29]:

Qπ(s, a) := Eπ[
∞∑
k=0

γkrt+k|st = s, at = a]. (2.4)

Note that V π(s) can be represented as a weighted sum of Q-values for all valid actions

in state s under policy π. This is given in Equation 2.5 for a set of valid actions A:

V π(s) =
∑
a∈A

Pπ(a|s)Q(s, a). (2.5)
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Value-Based and Policy Gradient Methods

RL methods generally fall into two major categories: value-based, and policy gradient

[30].

Value based methods attempt to predict the reward signals that they will get

from taking actions. A policy can then be based on these values, often by selecting

the action with the highest expected reward, or by stochastically selecting an action

based on their relative predicted values. Learning accurate Q or V can be challenging,

however, especially in noisy or stochastic environments where a very large number of

trajectories would be needed to approximate them well.

In general, these algorithms are optimized by attempting to minimize the dif-

ference between a prediction of the Q-value Q̂π(s, a) and an estimate of the actual

discounted return for that policy Gπ(s, a). This is given in Equation 2.6:

Lvalue
t = (Q̂π(st, at)−Gπ(st, at))

2. (2.6)

The estimated return is composed of some combination of sampled future rewards

under policy π and (optionally) an estimate of Qπ at a later state.

A value-based RL technique used in this thesis is Q-learning. Q-learning attempts

to learn the Q-value of each action in each possible state. For any policy π, the Q-

value of an action a in a given state s can be defined using the recursive relation

found in Equation 2.7:

Qπ(s, a) = E[rt + γQπ(st+1, at+1)], (2.7)

where rt is the reward gained from taking action at in state st, st+1 is the next state,
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at+1 is the action that policy π would take in state s′, and γ is a discount factor. The

Q-value of an action which results in a terminal state is instead equal to E[r(s, a)].

The specific implementation of Q-learning used in this thesis is outlined in Section

4.3.3.

Policy gradient methods, on the other hand, directly improve a stochastic policy

by changing the probabilities of actions based on the gradient of those probabilities

with respect to a loss function [31]. An early and straightforward example of this

kind of algorithm is REINFORCE [32]. Formally, policy gradient algorithms attempt

to optimize the parameters of a differentiable policy parameterized by θ (such as a

neural network) by solving Equation 2.8 [31]:

arg max
θ

E(st,at,st+1,,,)∼πθ [
∞∑
k=0

γkrt+k]. (2.8)

The equation being maximized here is often referred to as the objective function, and

is shortened to J(πθ). While exact maximization of this equation is intractable, it

can be approximated using repeated applications of stochastic gradient descent. The

fundamental policy gradient update for the parameters θ is seen in Equation 2.9:

θ ← θ + α∇θJ(πθ), (2.9)

where

∇θJ(πθ) = E(st,at,st+1,,,)∼πθ [
T∑
t=0

Gπ(st, at)∇θ log πθ(at|st)], (2.10)

given a learning rate α and estimates of the discounted reward for the policy at each

step of a trajectory Gπ(st, at)

All policy gradient methods use a policy update which is an approximation or
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implementation of Equation 2.9 [31]. Policy gradient methods are sometimes called

“actor-based methods”, as they directly update the policy that controls the actions

being taken.

On-Policy and Off-Policy

Another important way to categorize reinforcement learning algorithms is by how

the training process interacts with the data that it uses for training. In general,

RL algorithms iterate between collecting data about their environment and updating

their policy based on the data that was collected. This iteration is crucial, because it

prevents the policy from being trained on a fixed subset of samples from the environ-

ment. In some algorithms, the policy/values being updated are the same policy/values

that generated the data used in the update. These algorithms are called “on-policy”

algorithms. Other algorithms perform updates on a policy/values which were not

generated by the policy being evaluated. These are known as “off-policy” algorithms.

For example, Q-learning generally uses an ε-greedy policy to generate actions within

its environment during training, meaning that it has some probability to take a ran-

dom action instead of following the policy [33]. This means that some updates to the

policy are made using data that was generated from random actions, even though the

updates use an arg max operation to learn the value of the optimal policy. For this

reason, Q-learning is considered off-policy.

One benefit of off-policy algorithms is that exploration can be added to the train-

ing process without impacting the policy directly. An off-policy algorithm such as

Q-learning can use an ε-greedy policy to ensure a high amount of early exploration

regardless of the policy [33]. An on-policy algorithm must incorporate exploration
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directly into its policy [34]. Some on-policy algorithms such as Proximal Policy Op-

timization (PPO) encourage policies with high entropy to ensure exploration, while

others such as Deep Deterministic Policy Gradient add noise to their policy for the

same purpose [35, 36]. This exploration can be particularly important, and several

studies have shown that ensuring sufficient exploration is crucial for the success of

on-policy algorithms [34, 37].

A recent large-scale empirical study by Andrychowicz et al. also found that policy

initialization has a significant effect on the performance of on-policy algorithms, and

that a poorly initialized policy can lead to insufficient exploration and failure to learn

the desired task [38]. This result was noted as surprising by the authors, as policy

initialization has received little attention in RL.

Baselines and Advantage Functions

Action-values (Qπ(s, a)) are integral to reinforcement learning. They are generally

used as part of the loss function in both value-based and policy gradient methods.

Estimates of these values can suffer from high variance, however, and so require a

large number of samples to accurately estimate [39, 40, 41].

A popular method used to minimize this issue is to adjust estimates of the action-

value using a baseline function B(s). Baseline functions were originally designed to

alter the rewards received by the RL agent to better reflect whether increasing the

likelihood of a given action will improve or impair a policy. Instead of learning from

the reward rt directly, RL methods which used baselines learn from rt−B(st), where

the B(st) does not depend on the action chosen at time t. Both empirical evidence

and theoretical proofs exist to support the value of a baseline function’s use in RL, and
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one of the core benefits of using a baseline is that it reduces the variance of updates

to the policy without biasing said policy [42]. A common baseline for traditional RL

techniques is the average sum of discounted future rewards gained across all steps

taken during the training process so far [43, 29].

A similar baseline adjustment exists for action-values, and this is the advantage

function A(s, a). The advantage function for policy π is given by the following equa-

tion [31]:

Aπ(st, at) = Qπ(st, at)− V π(st). (2.11)

This advantage function can be used as a lower-variance replacement for estimates of

Q(s, a) when training policy gradient algorithms like REINFORCE. The advantage

function uses an estimate of the value of of the current state as a baseline for the

value of an action that was taken in that state. The advantage function is only

positive if the expected value of taking the selected action in this state is higher than

the expected value of the state itself. This can be especially useful if all rewards in

a given environment have the same sign, because actions which lead to worse-than-

average outcomes under the current policy will always have a negative advantage, and

better-then-average actions will always have a positive advantage (assuming accurate

Q and V estimates) regardless of true reward values [31].

Actor-Critic Methods

While advantage functions are useful for the above reasons, they require an accurate

state-value function under the current policy in order to work. Actor-critic methods

are a common method used in function approximation to address this problem. These

algorithms combine policy gradient methods with the state value estimation used in
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value-based methods.

In these methods the agent (or “actor”) learns a stochastic policy which is pa-

rameterized by a function (e.g. a neural network). These methods then use a “critic”

function (e.g. a second neural network) to learn estimates of the state-value function.

Those estimates are then used to calculate advantage values with which to train the

actor function. The actor and critic are trained in tandem, so the critic is theoret-

ically able to maintain an up-to-date estimate of the state-value function under the

current actor’s policy. The actor and critic may be two entirely separate functions,

or they may share some parameters.

Time-Difference Value Estimates and Generalized Advantage Estimation

Estimating the advantage function requires not only an estimate of V (s), but also an

estimate of Q(s, a). A standard set of methods for estimating Q are time-difference

(TD) methods [29]. These methods use the data gained from a sample to estimate the

value of an action that was taken. The most basic type of TD estimate for a policy

π is the “one-step return” estimate, otherwise known as TDπ
1 , seen in Equation 2.12:

TDπ
1 (st, at) = rt + γV π(st+1). (2.12)

This is an estimate of the value of an action which is derived partially from a sample

trajectory (rt) and partially from a separate estimate of the value of a future state

(V π(st+1)). This estimate has low variance (as it only depends on the stochasticity

of the policy and environment in a single step of the trajectory), but it may be

significantly biased depending on how accurate the estimate of V is.

In order to reduce this bias, time difference estimates also exist for longer time
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horizons. For any number of steps n, the n-step TD return can be calculated using

Equation 2.13:

TDπ
n(st, at) =

n−1∑
i=0

[γirt+i] + γV π(st+n). (2.13)

Larger values of n reduce the bias of this estimate by sampling more data from the

real trajectory and relying less on an estimate of V , but as a result they suffer from

increased variance due to any randomness in the policy and environment. The most

extreme version of these are called Monte-Carlo methods. Monte-Carlo methods

use the future discounted rewards from the entire trajectory, without bootstrapping

using an additional estimate of V . This results in a bias-free estimate with maximal

variance (when compared with other TD methods). This increased bias means that

more sampling is required to accurately estimate the expected value of a state or

state-action pair.

Using any of the above methods to calculate advantage introduces the correspond-

ing amount of bias and variance. Generalized Advantage Estimation (GAE), intro-

duced in 2016 by Schulman et al., is an advantage estimation method which aims to

reduce the variance in the advantage calculation without introducing too much bias

[39]. Given a value estimation function V , GAE defines δVt = rt + γV (st+1)− V (st),

which is equivalent to the advantage function using TDπ
1 to estimate Q (see Equations

2.11 and 2.12).

Given tuning parameters γ and λ, an advantage estimate Â
GAE(γ,λ)
t for each step

t of a trajectory can be calculated using Equation 2.14:

Â
(GAEγ,λ)
t =

∞∑
i=0

(γλ)iδVt+i. (2.14)
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This is equivalent to an exponentially weighted average of multiple advantage esti-

mators, each using different n-step TD estimates of V (with n values ranging from

1 to T − t, where T is the terminal timestep). Proof of this equivalence is found in

[39]. Tuning parameter γ ∈ [0, 1] controls the discounting of future rewards (as in

other value calculation methods), and λ ∈ [0, 1] controls the discounting of advan-

tage estimates using higher TD-values. Special cases of this include λ = 0 which is

equivalent to advantage using 1-step TD, and λ = 1 which is equivalent to advantage

using Monte-Carlo estimates. Lowering either γ or λ introduces additional bias, but

reduces variance. This provides significant fine-tuning capabilities. Schulman et al.

found empirically that γ values in range [0.96, 0.99] and λ values in range [0.92, 0.98]

worked most effectively for physical control tasks.

Function Approximation

The first reinforcement learning algorithms were designed to function in relatively

simple environments [29]. These algorithms often stored discrete value estimates (or

probabilities) for every possible action in every possible state in a table-like data

structure. As problem complexity increases, however, these “tabular” algorithms

fail to scale effectively, requiring more space, computational power, and time than

is reasonable for high-dimensional problems [44]. For these more complex problem-

spaces, “function approximation” is used to replace the tabular approach to storing

and predicting values.

The tables used in tabular algorithms can be though of as simple functions which

take a state or state-action pair as input and return the stored policy/value for that

input. Function approximation involves replacing this table with a parameterized
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function that can return an output for any valid state/action input, without needing

a stored value for each possibility. The parameters of the function can then be updated

to improve the policy (using policy gradient methods, for example). This function

“approximates” the outputs of a very large (possibly infinite) table which would be

needed for tabular methods, hence the name of the method.

Unlike tabular methods, which have independent outputs for every possible input,

updating the parameters of a function approximator based on a single input will affect

its output for other inputs too. While this puts function approximators at risk of being

“damaged” by some experiences, it also allows them to extrapolate to new states or

state-action pairs which are similar to existing ones. This is what allows function

approximation to learn to take actions in extremely complex environments which

would be intractable for tabular methods. While linear and kernel-based function

approximators were popular in the past, deep neural networks are now the standard

method of function approximation in modern RL [45].

2.1.2 Deep Learning

Deep neural networks (DNNs) are a biologically inspired AI models which have been

tremendously successful over the past two decades at solving previously challenging

or intractable problems [46]. They have recently replaced other tools which were

previously considered state-of-the-art in areas like medicine, speech recognition, and

image recognition [47, 13, 14]. In recent years DNNs have also played pivotal roles

in systems which play complex games like Go and Starcraft II at superhuman levels,

and in systems which predict the structure of certain types of proteins based on the

genes that code for them [27, 48].
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At an algorithmic level, DNNs are function approximators which are composed

of a series of computational “layers” parameterized with a number of weights (and

potentially other parameters) [49, 46]. They receive vectors or tensors of numerical

information as inputs to their first layer. Each layer processes the output of the

previous layer in sequence using a combination of linear operations (i.e. weighted

sums) and non-linear operations (called activation functions) [46]. The weights in

the linear operator generally constitute the trainable parameters of the network. The

layers themselves are composed of sets of nodes, each with their own set of parameters.

Each node performs its own linear operation with separate parameters, and uses its

activation function to generate a single number. This number corresponds to one

element the the output for its layer.

Modern DNNs are trained using stochastic gradient descent using a loss function

that generally represents the difference between the desired output (the “target”)

and the actual output of the network given a specific input. The gradient of the

loss with respect to each network parameter can be calculated efficiently using back-

propagation, which allows for small updates to be made to those weights based on

the gradient. This update is usually doen through stochastic gradient descent (SGD)

[46]. By performing many such updates using many different input-target pairs, the

network improves the quality of its outputs. A DNN can theoretically approximate an

arbitrary input → output function between two Euclidean spaces [49]; However, the

convergence to a global optimum using SGD is not guaranteed for the vast majority

of DNN structures or problems [46, 50].
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Activation Functions

While the weighted summation of inputs at each node generally constitutes the train-

able portion of traditional DNNs, their role as universal function approximators hinges

on their use of non-linearities in their data processing [46, 49].

This definition is fairly broad, allowing for a wide range of activation functions to

be used in neural networks. Over time, many such functions f(x) have been tested.

The most common modern choice is the rectified linear unit (ReLU) function [51, 52].

ReLU(x) = max(0, x). (2.15)

Other common ones include variants on ReLU such as LeakyReLU [53]

LeakyReLU(x) =


cx if x < 0

x if x ≥ 0

, 0 < c < 1, c << 1, (2.16)

or the “Swish” activation function [51]

Swish(x) = x · sigmoid(x). (2.17)

These activation functions are shown in Figure 2.2.

The above functions are unbounded, meaning they have either no maximum or

no minimum value. Bounded functions (with upper and lower limits) are also used

for this purpose, such as the popular hyperbolic tangent function [54]

tanh(x) =
ex − e−x

ex + e−x
, (2.18)
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Figure 2.2: The ReLU (green), LeakyReLU (purple), and Swish (blue) activation
functions. The lines are edited for visibility, as ReLU and LeakyReLU
are identical for all x ≥ 0. Graph created using DESMOS graphing
Calculator [1].

or sigmoid function [54]

sigmoid(x) =
1

1 + e−x
, (2.19)

shown in Figure 2.3.

Studies have demonstrated differences in performance on specific tasks based on

the choice of activation function, and some impact of the selected activation function

on network performance is widely accepted [55, 56, 54]. Despite this, there is no

agreed-upon method for selecting an activation function, and studies which examine

performance differences (both theoretically and experimentally) generally use very

simple problems and network configurations [57, 58, 59]. Because of this, activation

functions may be chosen arbitrarily and many novel network architectures use ReLU
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Figure 2.3: The tanh (red) and sigmoid (black) activation functions. Graph created
using DESMOS graphing Calculator [1].

or a related function without theoretical justification [51].

Dropout

When there is an abundance of parameters to set, overfitting becomes a problem.

Overfitting occurs when a machine learning algorithm performs well on the data it

was trained on but poorly when tested on new data. Any ML algorithm can be at

risk for overfitting, but DNNs are at a particularly high risk for it due to their high

number of parameters [60, 61]. One of the reasons for this is that, during training,

DNNs may have multiple hidden units learn to work in tandem with each-other to

detect the same set of features. A solution to this, proposed in 2012 by Hinton et

al., is called “dropout” [61]. Dropout is a regularization procedure which involves
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masking the output of a percentage of hidden units in a feedforward layer during

training, setting the output of those nodes to zero. The masked units are chosen

randomly for each sample at each training step. When the network is being tested,

the output values of layers with dropout are scaled down to compensate for the higher

number of “active” nodes.

Because nodes cannot rely on other nodes to be active during training, applying

dropout to a network encourages nodes to learn features which are independently

useful, rather than ones which are only useful in the context of other features [60].

Dropout has been shown to reduce network overfitting on a variety of tasks, including

supervised image and text classification [62, 61, 60, 61]. Some research has also shown

dropout to be effective for training reinforcement learning agents [63, 64, ?].

Attention Mechanisms

Deep neural networks, as described above, are limited in their ability to manage

certain types of input data. Traditional DNNs require inputs with a size and structure

that are fixed for all input cases. They learn different weights to be applied to specific

input elements, and the order of those input elements is central to the resulting

weights learned. This can be problematic for tasks which have data that varies in

size or structure [22]. Recurrent neural networks (RNNs) allow neural networks to

function on sequences of data without a fixed size, but assume the order of the

input data is important. Traditional DNNs can become completely ineffective when

dealing with input data which features arbitrary internal structure (such as graphs)

or which is composed of elements with no clear order (such as sets) [65, 22, 66, 67].

While a variety of techniques have been developed to address this problem, attention
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mechanisms are the most successful.

Attention mechanisms (AMs) in DNNs are mathematical or algorithmic opera-

tions which allow a network to identify and emphasize important input elements,

independently of their order or location [22]. Although AMs were originally devel-

oped for dealing with traditional input data such as images or text [68, 69], they

have properties which make them useful for addressing the above problems. Firstly,

attention mechanisms are order-invariant. This means that the output of an at-

tention mechanism does not depend on the order of the inputs. This property is

expressed in Equation 2.20 for a given attention mechanism φ, set of inputs X, and

any permutation function σ.

φ(X) = φ(σ(X)) (2.20)

Attention mechanisms can also address the issue of varying input sizes. Because

neural AMs re-use the same weights on each input, they are capable of functioning

over an arbitrarily-sized input set, identifying the relative importance of different

elements.

Although a variety of AMs exist, AMs gained mainstream prominence with the

publication of the Transformer architecture in the 2017 paper Attention is All you

Need [70]. The Transformer, which inspired the DBA architecture used in this thesis,

made use of attention in the form of a message-passing algorithm called scaled dot-

product attention. Scaled dot-product attention involves calculating (generally using

a feedforward layer) a Query (q) vector for each element of a set, as well as a Key

(k), and Value (v) vector for each element of another set. Often these are both the

same set, a case which is referred to as “self-attention”. The query for an element
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represents the “profile” of an element which is relevant to that element. The key

represents that element’s own “profile”, and the value represents the “message” that

the element will be sending. By determining the compatibility scores between a single

element’s query and the keys from all elements in the set, the element can then update

its vector representation using a weighted sum of the messages it received, where the

weighing is determined by the compatibility scores. Scaled dot-product attention

for all elements of a set can be computed efficiently using matrix multiplication via

Equation 2.21, if q, k, and v for each input element are “packed” into matrices Q, K,

and V (in an arbitrary, but identical order). The operations which facilitate this are

given in Equation 2.21:

Attention(Q,K, V ) = softmax(
QKT

√
dk

)V, (2.21)

where dk is the dimensionality of K, and is used to scale the inputs to the softmax

function in order to prevent the gradient from getting unreasonably small.

2.1.3 Deep Reinforcement Learning

The most common type of function approximation in modern RL is deep reinforce-

ment learning (DRL). DRL algorithms parameterize their learned policy using a deep

neural network (DNN). DRL is generally applied to problems where the state-space

and/or action-space is very large, but many states/actions are very similar and should

have similar policies associated with them (see Section 2.1.1). DRL algorithms are

very diverse, and can be implemented in many ways, much like traditional RL can

be [44]. In value-based methods, such as Deep Q-Learning (DQN) or Double Deep

Q-Learning (DDQN), the neural network can be used to estimate the expected value
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Q(s, a) of a state-action pair [71]. By estimating the expected value, a policy can sim-

ply take the action which leads to the highest reward. In policy gradient methods,

such as REINFORCE, the output of the neural network is generally the parameters

of a probability distribution over available actions [32]. This distribution can then be

used directly as a stochastic policy (during training), or can be used as a deterministic

policy by selecting the most probably action at each step. Lastly, actor-critic meth-

ods such as A2C and PPO have seen massive success in recent years when applied to

complex problem environments such as those seen in video games and combinatorial

optimization problems [72, 73, 35, 48]. These methods will be described in detail in

Section 4.3, prior to our experiments.
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2.2 Combinatorial Optimization on Graphs

This research deals simultaneously with two sub-disciplines of machine learning: deep

graph learning, and deep learning for combinatorial optimization. These areas have

both been particularly challenging for researchers [74, 75, 65, 76, 20]. Deep graph

learning refers to attempts to apply deep learning techniques where at least one of

the following two facts are true [74]:

1. The input is stored partially or entirely as a graph

2. The output is a graph or a part of a graph

The models that this thesis focuses on use inputs which can be represented as

graphs. Each graph G can be represented by a 4-tuple

G = {V,E,XV , XE}

where V is the set of nodes v, E is the set of edges e where for each edge e:

e = {v1, v2}, v1, v2 ∈ V

XV and XE represent features for the nodes and edges, respectively, where

XV is the set of xv,∀v ∈ V, xv ∈ Rd(V )

and

XE is the set of xe,∀e ∈ E, xe ∈ Rd(E)

d(V ) and d(E) are the number of node and edge features, respectively.
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Combinatorial optimization involves selecting a subset of elements from a set in a

way that optimizes some objective function [75]. The subsets can be order-sensitive,

such as in the famous Travelling Salesman Problem (TSP), in which one must find

the shortest route between a set of locations which minimizes the distance traveled

[77]. They can also be order insensitive. This research studies problems which involve

selecting a subset of nodes from a graph.

Although there are multiple types of graph problems which can be solved by deep

learning methods, they are generally separated into four categories. This research

(and review) focuses mostly on “node classification” tasks. Node classification in-

volves assigning labels to each node in a graph [78]. Combinatorial optimization

problems can often be thought of as labeling nodes as either “part of the solution”

or “not part of the solution”. For order-sensitive tasks, the problem can be broken

into multiple sub-problems which are solved in sequence; each sub-problem selects

the next element of the solution. Other types of problems include graph classifica-

tion/regression (which assigns labels or numerical output values to entire graphs) [79],

edge prediction (which predicts the likelihood that an edge exists between two nodes

in a partially observable graph) [80], and graph generation (which generates an entire

graph as output) [81]. These other types of tasks are not directly addressed in this

thesis, and each task has its own set of challenges, but they all share commonalities

that make research from each area relevant to this work.
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2.2.1 Bipartite Assignment Problems

Assignment Problems

Assignment problems, first defined in 1952 by Votaw and Orden, are used to model

a wide variety of scenarios in operations research and other fields [4, 82]. When

Kuhn introduced the first general solution for one of these problems (the famous

“Hungarian Algorithm”) it was framed in the context of assigning humans to tasks

[83]. Although our conception of assignment problems has widened to include a

variety of problems such as traffic management and computational scheduling, the

fundamental nature of these problems has remained the same [84, 85]. Assignment

problems are combinatorial optimization problems which are solved by determining

an optimal way to assign elements from one or more sets to elements from another set

[4]. Solution quality is determined by a value function that is specific to the problem

in question, and valid assignments are usually constrained in problem-specific ways.

The majority of assignment problems involve only two sets, with a clear delineation

between the elements which are actively being assigned and those which passively

receive the assignments. Traditionally the literature on assignment problems refers

to these as “agents” and “tasks”, respectively. In this work, we refer to “resources”

and “tasks” instead. This is partially due to the more general nature of the word

“resource” (allowing it to describe more problems accurately), but is mostly to prevent

confusion with the other uses of the word “agent” in reinforcement learning.

Most assignment problems only allow a resource to be assigned to a single task

[4]. Similarly, most assignment problems involve only two distinct sets of elements

which are being assigned to one-another. Problems which fit this second criteria can

be represented by a bipartite graph, and are sometimes called “bipartite assignment
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problems”.

Bipartite Assignment Problems

Bipartite graphs are graphs in which the nodes can be classified into exactly two

distinct subsets A and B such that ∀eij ∈ E, (i ∈ A) =⇒ (j ∈ B) and (i ∈ B) =⇒

(j ∈ A). In other words, the graph consists of two groups of nodes with all edges in

the graph going between the two groups.

Figure 2.4: A bipartite graph, with distinct subsets A = {1, 2, 3, 4} and B =
{5, 6, 7, 8}. Each edge has one node in A and one node in B.

Bipartite assignment problems (BAPs) are represented using bipartite graphs by

having resources represented by nodes in subset A, and tasks represented by nodes in

subset B. The set of edges E connect the two groups, collectively represent all valid

assignments which can be made. Each edge eij represents the potential assignment

of resource i to task j, and all pieces of information about that potential pairing are

considered to be features of that edge. This formulation allows assignment problems
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to be considered a combinatorial optimization problem over the edges of the graph,

akin to the classic 0-1 knapsack problem [86]. Each edge is either part of the solution

(i.e. the resource and task it connects are assigned to one-another in the solution) or

not part of the solution.

Solutions to BAPs generally take the form of binary assignment matrices. These

assignment matrices are matrices with shape M × N , where M is the number of

resources and N is the number of tasks. Each element (i, j) of an assignment matrix

has value 1 if resource i is assigned to task j, and has value 0 otherwise.

2.2.2 The Weapon-Target Assignment Problem

The Weapon-Target Assignment problem (WTA) is an NP-complete BAP [5]. It

involves two sets, one of M weapon types and one of N targets. Each target has an

associated value vn, and each pairing of a weapon type and a target has an associated

probability of destroying that target Pm,n. The goal for a WTA problem is to assign

each weapon to a target in a way which minimizes the expected value of surviving

targets. This is often subject to the constraint that each weapon may only be assigned

to a single target. In order to determine the remaining expected value for each target,

the product of the complements of each assigned weapon’s probability is multiplied

by each target’s value to determine the remaining value of that target (see Equation

4.1).

Several solutions have been proposed for solving this famous problem. The first

solutions (proposed alongside the WTA problem in 1958) were designed to work for

special cases where all weapons were identical [87]. Soon after, heuristic algorithms

such as the Maximum Marginal Return algorithm were developed which optimally
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solved these types of problem instances [88], and provided an upper bound on solution

quality for more general cases. This particular heuristic took the highest probability

of success for each weapon, and greedily assigned it to the highest value target. Due

to the NP-complete nature of the WTA problem, these early implementations were

often slow to execute and scaled poorly to large problem sizes for the general cases.

More recent research has found that guided search solutions, such as branch and

bound algorithms (along with bounding techniques such as the algorithm above), can

be effective for solving small to moderately sized problem instances. Ahuja et al.

implemented such a search using the Maximum Marginal Return heuristic in 2003

[89]. Using contemporary computing capacity, they were able to solve 80x80 WTA

problems in seconds, although 200x200 problems were still not solvable.

As with many problems of high computational complexity, modern improvements

in computing power have not completely resolved speed issues for large problem sizes.

For example, a 2019 paper found that many large WTA instances (with 200+ weapons

and 400+ targets) could not be solved in two hours, even with highly optimized linear

programming tools and constraint relaxations [90]. The most recent work on exact

algorithms for the WTA is a 2021 paper by Lu and Chen. They were able to optimally

solve 400x400 WTA instances in under five seconds using a combination of linear

programming and branch and bound searches [6]. This is a significant improvement

over previous methods, and keeps heuristic-based solvers relevant method for WTA

problems in a modern context. It does not solve the fundamental complexity issues of

assignment problems, however, as this was only achievable with highly-tuned problem-

specific heuristics.

Heuristic search methods, however, require expert knowledge to implement and
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are often very closely tailored to the problem they are designed for. This lack of

generality has led many researchers to examine the use of approximate searches or

machine learning techniques to generate fast solutions without relying on tailor-made

heuristics. Genetic algorithms have seen some use for this purpose. A 2003 paper by

Lee et al. combined genetic algorithms with greedy evolution heuristics and outper-

formed all search algorithms which existed at the time when constrained to 2-hour

solve times [91]. In addition to this, attempts were made to apply neural networks

to the WTA problem as early as 1989 [92]). More recently, a 2019 paper by Gibbons

et al. introduced a general deep learning algorithm for BAPs called Deep Bipar-

tite Assignment (DBA) [10]. This architecture was able to learn through supervised

or reinforcement learning, and was compared with a genetic algorithm in terms of

performance on the WTA. For 20x20 WTA problems, the algorithm trained using

reinforcement learning outperformed both other methods.

2.2.3 Routing Problems

The assignment of resources to tasks is a crucial part of operations management;

however, it is rarely sufficient to model real-world problems. In many combinatorial

optimization problems, the assignment of resources to tasks takes place over a period

of time, with each resource being assigned to multiple tasks over the available time

horizon. In many cases, research into these types of problems has been framed in the

context of routing vehicles to a variety of locations, sensibly referred to as “vehicle

routing problems” (or VRPs) [93]. Like assignment problems, these are NP-complete

problems for which a wide variety of heuristic and approximate solvers have been

proposed [93, 21, 94].
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In its simplest form, the vehicle routing problem (defined in 1959 as the “Truck

Dispatching Problem” [95]) requires one to generate optimal routes for a fleet of

vehicles originating from a fixed depot. The vehicle routes in this original formulation

are required to reach a variety of customer locations in a 2D space, and to deliver

sufficient product to each location to meet that location’s demand. The goal is to

minimize the total distance travelled by the vehicle fleet during delivery. As Dantzig

and Ramser note in their original formulation, the number of potential routes grows

quickly with the number of locations for which deliveries are needed. For the simplest

version of the VRP (a travelling salesman problem) with n deliveries to be made, n!/2

possible routes exist [95].

Routing problems are a type of CO problem with a direct relationship to schedul-

ing problems, as they can be thought of as generating a schedule for the vehicle being

routed. This schedule would be determined by the order in which the vehicle visits

various locations. As will be seen in Section 4.1.2, some scheduling problems share

significant similarities with routing problems, especially when those schedules must

take spatial relationships between tasks into account.
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2.3 Deep Learning for Graphs and Combinatorial Optimization

2.3.1 Challenges for Deep Graph Learning

Despite the success of deep learning in many data-driven fields, it has been difficult to

apply deep learning techniques to graph-based data for a variety of reasons [74, 65].

Before covering the current approaches that researchers take in these areas, it is

important to understand the reasons why deep graph learning is so different from

other types of deep learning. The primary reasons are as follows:

1. Graphs vary in both size and internal structure

2. Graphs do not have an inherent order to their data

3. Graph structure is discrete and non-differentiable

4. Large graphs have extremely high complexity

5. Graphs can include loops, which cause issues for some representation methods

Each of these issues make standard approaches to deep learning difficult or impossible.

The first two challenges above relate to the difficulty with allowing deep learning

models to accept the structure of the data as input. Graph-based data has unique

features which make it different from other structured data such as images or text [96],

which means traditional approaches aren’t always well-adapted to it. (1) is an issue

because deep learning techniques struggle to manage data which differs in size. Neural

networks have historically managed size-variation in input data by either scaling

inputs to a fixed size (as is often the case for images) or providing the input as discrete

chunks with a fixed size (as is often the case with text) [46]. The variable internal
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structure of graphs makes these approaches difficult to apply to graph data. (2) causes

problems similar to (1), because deep learning models apply different weights to data

based on their input order. Unlike most structured data, graphs can be rearranged

in many different ways while representing the exact same information. Mathematical

operations used on graphs must therefore be permutation invariant with respect to

nodes and edges [74], meaning that they do not care about the order in which nodes

or edges are given as inputs.

The next two challenges relate to the process of training deep graph learning

models. (3) is an issue because deep learning generally relies on gradient descent

for training, which is only possible when there are differentiable functions applied

throughout the network [46]. Graph nodes and edges are discrete, and are not natu-

rally differentiable. Even if this issue is overcome, challenge (4) is still an issue because

the complexity of graphs increases exponentially with their size [74]. Problems on

graphs (especially combinatorial optimization problems) have so many possible so-

lutions that finding an optimal solution is usually intractable for graphs with many

nodes [75]. This makes supervised learning difficult, as it relies on examples of solu-

tions for training. Without being able to find an optimal solution, it is challenging

to implement most supervised learning algorithms.

Lastly, (5) causes issues with algorithms which try to create useful vector repre-

sentations of nodes in a graph. Many approaches to managing data within graphs

require passing information from node to node, however nodes can be arranged such

that passing information to neighboring nodes can quickly result in a loop where the

same information is passed to a single node repeatedly. This can result in recursive

dependencies between nodes which some algorithms cannot be modified to handle
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[74, 97]. Many algorithms limit the types of graphs on which they function in order

avoid this problem altogether [81]. For example, a directed acyclic graph such as the

graph seen in Figure 2.5 does not include loops.

Figure 2.5: An acyclic directed graph. No path along the directed edges can loop
back on itself.

2.3.2 Graph Neural Networks

While the problems described above may seem insurmountable for standard neural

networks, researchers in the field of deep graph learning have recently developed

an ecosystem of tools which can overcome these challenges. Many of these tools

are repurposed tools from other subdisciplines of deep learning, while others were

designed specifically with graph data in mind. These tools, taken together, form a

family of deep learning algorithms called Graph Neural Networks (GNNs).

All GNNs can be broadly thought of as methods of aggregating or propagating

information within a graph structure in order to generate a useful representation of

the graph for a specified task. While GNNs are diverse in their nature, they can be

broadly classified into four approaches [98]. These approaches differ in their methods

of data processing, as well as their purpose with regard to the data they are processing.

Recurrent GNNs are the first approach. These use recurrent mechanisms which
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read information about the graph node-by-node. The first types of GNNs used this

approach, and often limited themselves to directed acyclic graphs which possess par-

tial orderings in which they can be traversed [99]. Modern approaches often sample

portions of the graph by traverse nodes in a random walk along the edges of the

graph [98]. The second approach are called Convolutional GNNs (GCNs), which can

be broadly separated into Spectral GCNs and spatial GCNs. Spectral GCNs eschew

the traditional nodes and edges which represent the graph, and instead operate in

the spectral domain using a graph’s Laplacian matrix to represent it [100]. This ap-

proach allows a variety of convolutional operators and signal-processing approaches

to be applied to graphs. Spatial GCNs, on the other hand, operate on the nodes and

edges of a graph directly, and propagate information between nodes or edges based

on the structure of the graph that contains them.

The third approach, graph autoencoders, use unsupervised methods to learn to

generate vector representations of graphs. These vector representations can then

be used for other tasks using traditional neural networks [98]. The final approach,

spatial-temporal GNNs, includes networks which are specifically designed to operate

on graphs which represent the evolution of a physical system over time. They incor-

porate both spatial and temporal dependencies, and often involve a combination of

methods from the recurrent and convolutional approaches [98].

GNNs for Combinatorial Optimization and Operations Research

Of these four approaches, GCNs are the most applicable to the type of OR/CO

problems seen in this thesis. This is because combinatorial optimization problems over

graphs, such as routing problems or bipartite assignment problems, often involve the
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structure of the graph as a core component of their constraints or objective functions.

GCNs are designed to directly make use of this information, and so are well-suited to

these problems. They often make use of attention mechanisms and pooling techniques

to propagate information between nodes or edges, allowing the networks to compare

options before selecting a node or edge to add to the solution.

Pointer Networks, developed by Vinyals et. al, are an early technique which was

applied to the Travelling Salesman Problem (TSP) [101]. Pointer Networks used a

recurrent neural network (RNN) to iterate over the nodes of an input graph rep-

resenting the locations of cities. It then applied an attention mechanism combined

with an RNN to “point” to a node at each step. This network learned to generate

near-optimal solutions to TSP instances via supervised learning. While Vinyals did

not identify their network as a GCN, it made similar use of attention-mechanisms to

address the need to make selections from an order free set. Bello et. al later adapted

this method to learn via reinforcement learning, showing that this type of approach

could be trained without labeled examples [102]. They also were the first to identify

this network structure as being useful for graph-based data in general. One major

weakness of this method, however, was that it was not order invariant.

In 2018, Nazari et. al expanded the pointer network approach to be applicable to

more general graph CO problems [77]. By removing the RNN and replacing it with

a novel attention mechanism, Nazari simplified the training process and expanded

the range of problems which the network could be applied to. Nazari also introduced

dynamically changing aspects to the graph, allowing it to solve problems such as the

Vehicle Routing Problem (VRP) which change after each solution step. Finally in

2019, Kool et. al made the leap to a fully-fledged GNN approach to this type of
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problem [103]. They used a Graph Attention Network based on Velickovic’s 2017

model, and were able to outperform existing neural network-based approaches to

several OR problems on fully-connected graphs [104, 103]. This type of attention-

based approach was later shown to scale to very large problem sizes of up to 1000

nodes by Ma et. al [105].

The above models all approach relatively simple problems involving fully-connected

spatial graphs (where the nodes represent locations in space and their edge features

represent distances between them). Some work, however, has gone into the appli-

cation of these techniques for more general graph-based CO problems (although not

always in the context of OR). In 2018, Dai. et. al presented a method for learning a

variety of CO problems over graph data using Dai’s own structure2vec GNN to

generate node embeddings which parameterized a DQN policy [106]. This approach

was able to generate high-quality solutions to problems involving graphs which were

neither fully connected, nor spatial in nature. Finally, in 2020, Gao et al. imple-

mented a modified GNN which could iteratively deconstruct and reconstruct VRP

solutions to improve them [107]. This method was able to generate state-of-the-art

solutions to problems with up to 100 locations. Each of these approaches improves

upon the performance of previous methods, and this suggests that deep-learning-

based approaches (especially those using attention and GNNs) may be a promising

avenue for solving other OR/CO problems. A more complete survey of other CO ap-

proaches (both within and outside of OR) is available in the recent work of Cappart

et. al [108].

Very recent research has also sought to address bipartite assignment problems

specifically. Bipartite assignment problems have specific structural elements which
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can be exploited when developing models for solving them (see Section 2.2.1). Gib-

bons’ 2019 DBA architecture (the inspiration for much of this thesis) exploits this

structure in their data representation to allow efficient information propagation be-

tween potential assignments (see Section 4.2) [10]. Research into DRL for bipartite

assignment is limited, however, and this thesis seeks to expand upon this valuable

area of study.

2.4 Summary

In this section we covered background information which is crucial to the tools and

methods involved in this research. This included deep learning, reinforcement learn-

ing, graph theory, combinatorial optimization, and the intersections of each of these

areas. In the following section we will explain how DBA provides additional tools for

representing and solving graph/CO problems, as well as two new problem formula-

tions which expand its scope to scheduling problems.
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Chapter 3

Problem Formulations

As discussed in Section 2.2.1, bipartite graphs can be used to represent a wide variety

of problems. Bipartite graphs have two groups of nodes, and a set of edges which join

elements of the two groups. This structure can be used to represent problems where

assignments need to be made between two groups.

This thesis builds upon a recently developed architecture created by Daniel Gib-

bons called Deep Bipartite Assignment (DBA) [10]. DBA exploits some unique as-

pects of bipartite graphs’ structures in order to allow efficient information propagation

between different potential opportunities within a DNN. It represents bipartite graphs

as a three-dimensional (3D) tensor, where the first two dimensions represent the re-

spective nodes of the two bipartite sets and the third dimension holds the features

associated with each potential pairing of nodes (i.e. each edge in a bipartite graph).

This section describes Gibbons’ representation in detail. It also includes an original

contribution in the form of an extension to this representation which allows it to

describe scheduling problems as well.
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3.1 Data Representation

In order for the DBA architecture to iteratively generate assignment solutions, each

step of the problem must be represented in a way which a neural network can interpret.

A more detailed description of how this works is available in Gibbons’ paper, however

the general data format used will be discussed here [10].

Input to the DBA architecture is formatted as a 3D tensor. This tensor has di-

mensions M×N×DX , where M is the number of resources, N is the number of tasks,

and DX is the number of features used for representing each potential resource-task

pairing. This tensor is the state of an MDP which represents the solution generation

process.

This formalization, originally developed by Gibbons, can be represented as follows

[10]:

Problem Instance: X = {A, T, P,E}
Resource Properties: A ∈ RM×DA

Task Properties: T ∈ RN×DT

Resource-Task Pairwise Properties: P ∈ RM×N×DP

Global Properties: E ∈ RDE

Assignment Matrix: Y ∈ {0, 1}M×N
Constraint Set: C

Objective Function J : X × Y → R

This formulation of bipartite assignment problems is particularly useful for deep

learning research, as it allows each potential pairing to be represented as a fixed-length

vector, with vector elements representing the features of different aspects of that

pairing. For a given pairing of resource i and task j, pairing (i, j) can be represented

as the following concatenation: concat(Ai, Tj, Pi,j, E, Yi,j,1
feasible
i,j ) of length DX =

DA + DT + DP + DE + 2. This representation includes a “feasibility flag” 1feasible
i,j ,
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Figure 3.1: The construction of a vector representation for a single potential pairing
in a bipartite assignment problem. These vectors can then be used to
construct a 3D tensor to represent the entire problem instance.

which indicates whether adding that pairing to the solution (i.e., if setting Yi,j ← 1)

would violate any of the constraints in C. 1feasible
i,j is equal to 0 if it would violate a

constraint, and 1 otherwise. Each step of the solution generation process adds a single

pair to the solution by setting the value of Yi,j to 1 and updating the feasibility flags

accordingly. This updates the state of the solution generation MDP, which terminates

when 1feasible
i,j = 0, ∀i, j.

Yi,j is sometimes included in the representation because it may be useful infor-

mation during the intermediate stages of solving certain problems using DBA (even

though it is not strictly necessary for many MDPs). At the start of the problem-

solving process, Yi,j = 0,∀i, j, and each step of the solving process sets a single value

to 1, corresponding to the resource-task pairing (i, j) which was added to the solution

at that step.

The A, T , P , and E values listed above vary greatly from problem to problem,

and some may not be needed for certain problems. For example, in the problems

studied in the thesis, the E component is never used, as none of the problems contain

global information which is relevant to solving them. A full description of how each

problem is represented as input data is included in Section 4.1.
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3.2 Scheduling as Bipartite Assignment

In Gibbons’ original paper, DBA was applied to the WTA, a classic example of its

namesake bipartite assignment problems [10]. DBA allows information to be ex-

changed between potential pairs of elements from two disparate sets. Using reinforce-

ment learning, DBA can be trained to select from these pairs one at a time, eventually

forming a complete solution to a BAP. While this works naturally for problems such

as the WTA, it can also be extended to work with other problems which do not have

obvious representations as BAPs. Scheduling problems in particular often involve

sets of resources and tasks, and require the assignment of the former to the latter.

Here, we will explain two formulations for representing scheduling problems in a way

that allows DBA to generate solutions to them.

3.2.1 Formulation 1

The first method is to frame a scheduling problem as a proper BAP. In this formu-

lation, the period of time being scheduled is split into discrete blocks. Each of these

blocks is treated as a task which the available resources can be assigned to. The

scheduling problem can then be represented and solved as a BAP using the formu-

lation above, with resources being assigned to time blocks one at a time, and the

feasibility flags (along with any other relevant features) being updated after each

step.

This is the simplest way to solve a scheduling problem using DBA, however it

faces several limitations. This type of formulation only works for certain problem

types, and extending it beyond them increases problem complexity very quickly. The

above description assumes that all resources are being applied to the same task. Each
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resource can either be assigned to a certain time slot or not, however DBA cannot

specify what the resource will be doing during that time slot. This works for problems

such as shift scheduling, seen in the Nurse Scheduling Problem (NSP) in Section 4.1.3,

where employees are simply “working” or “not working”, but fails if each shift has

multiple tasks which must be completed. This can be remedied by having multiple

copies of either shifts or resources, with each copy representing assignment to one

specific task. This, however, greatly increases problem size (multiplying either M or

N by the number of different tasks), which can significantly increase computational

requirements given the O(x2ḋ) complexity of self-attention operations (for an input

set with size x and feature dimension d) [70].

Furthermore, this formulation requires that time slots be discrete, and that all

resources share the same set of identical time slots. This works poorly when tasks

require very different amounts of time to complete, or when large numbers of very

short time slots are required. Lastly, this formulation requires the network to learn

some aspects of the temporal structure of the data. The attention operators used

in DBA are necessarily order-invariant [68, 22, 10]. This means that the temporal

aspect of each time slot must be added to its initial representation, and the network

must learn how to interpret this temporal information in order to be able to properly

exploit it. This issue is seen in the NSP, where constraints on sequential shifts must

be learned through a combination of a “day index” feature and a one-hot feature

representing the shift type.
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3.2.2 Formulation 2

For some scheduling problems which do not conform to the above specifications, we

have developed a secondary formulation (implemented for in the ST-WTA in Section

4.1.2). This method allows for scheduling of a set of resources to a set of separate tasks

(as in a standard BAP), and specifies the order in which each agent will complete

the tasks assigned to it. These tasks can differ with regard to the length of time they

require, and a resource can even be assigned to the same task multiple times.

In order to facilitate this, the format of the solution and the sequential solving

process are both changed. The solution no longer takes the form of a resource-

task assignment matrix (which includes no temporal information and does not allow

duplicate assignments). Instead, the solution is a set of ordered lists of tasks, with

each list corresponding to a resource. The order of tasks in a resource’s list represents

the order in which that resource will complete them.

The process of sequentially assigning resources to tasks is also modified for this

formulation. As mentioned in Section 3.1, each solution generation step in the stan-

dard DBA solving method adds one assignment to an assignment matrix. In this

formulation, each assignment (i, j) instead adds an instance of task j to the end of

the ordered list for resource i. Using this formulation, each step of the solution gen-

eration process can be thought of as a separate bipartite assignment problem, each

of which assigns a single resource to a single task.

The state representation also differs for this formulation. In the original imple-

mentation of DBA, only the assignment matrix and feasibility flags were updated

after each step, and contained all information necessary to represent the current state

of the MDP. For a dynamic scheduling problem, however, the details of each ordered
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list (of arbitrary length) cannot be stored in the fixed-size tensor which represents

the problem state. This could violate the Markov Property for the problem state by

making it impossible to determine the dynamics of the environment using only the

current state [29], especially in cases where the order of assignments is important. In

order to remedy this, each resource and task may have dynamic features representing

its state after completing the ordered set of tasks which it is assigned. These dynamic

features are updated after each solution generation step, and allow the agent to know

the relevant information about each resource and task at the current point in solution

generation. This preserves the Markov Property, and allows the agent to learn opti-

mal actions in any state. This was inspired by the dynamic features used by Nazari

et. al, which allowed a pointer-style network to solve dynamic routing problems such

as the VRP [77].

This secondary formulation significantly extends DBAs capacity to represent and

solve OR/CO problems by allowing it to manage resources, tasks, and time in tandem.

It is not without its own limitations, however. This formulation generally assumes

that the schedule includes no “free time” where an agent is not doing anything.

Adding a task which represents remaining idle for a set period of time cannot neces-

sarily resolve this problem, as the DBA solution generation process only terminates

when no assignments are available to be made (see Section 4.2.2). This could be an

issue for problems which have time-related dependencies between tasks, as a resource

cannot be made to wait for another task to be completed before being assigned its

task. This limits the scope of problems which this formulation can represent, however

it is still a major extension of the DBAs current capabilities.

In this chapter, the formulations used for representing problems were presented.
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In the following chapter we will describe three common OR problems using these

formulations. We will also describe the structure of the DBA architecture in detail,

and lastly will lay out the DRL algorithms which will be used to train it.
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Chapter 4

Methods

While the previous chapter described the general data format used for problems in

this thesis, this chapter describes the specific implementation of the three OR/CO

problems which this thesis addresses. This chapter will also describe, in detail, the

DBA neural network architecture used in this thesis and the three reinforcement

learning training methods studied in this thesis.

4.1 Problems

In this section three problem formulations are presented. Each of these problems is

framed as a sequence of assignments, and their representations are described using

the 3-dimensional tensor format used by the DBA (described in Section 3.1).

The first problem, the Weapon-Target Assignment problem, is a classic assign-

ment problem in operations research with a relatively simple formulation. Gibbons

demonstrated that the DBA architecture could learn to generate solutions to WTA

problems in his original paper on the topic [10].

The second problem is the Spatio-Temporal Weapon-Target Assignment problem.

It is an extension of the above problem which incorporates dynamic resources and
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involves scheduling these resources over ranges of both time and space. It is a heavily

constrained scheduling problem, and unlike assignment problems its solutions cannot

be represented by binary assignment matrices. This problem demonstrates that DBA

can learn to generate solutions to dynamic scheduling problems, and can learn spatial

and temporal relationships between resources and tasks.

The final problem is an implementation of the Nurse Scheduling problem. This

problem is a scheduling problem which is framed as a traditional assignment problem.

It involves a mix of hard (enforced via solution validity) and soft (enforced via penalty)

constraints which are selected from a wide range of potential constraints from diverse

formulations which have been proposed in other works. It provides a secondary

example of a scheduling problem which DBA can learn to generate solutions to.

4.1.1 WTA

Assignment problems as a problem class were first defined in 1952 by Votaw and

Orden [82]. The version of the problem they proposed was a “personnel assignment

problem”, wherein productivity was maximized by assigning members of several teams

to different jobs, with each team having productivity values for its members on a

variety of different jobs. The weapon-target assignment problem was later introduced

in 1958, as a more complex variation on this type of problem [87].

The WTA problem is an NP-complete bipartite assignment problem [5]. Its for-

mulation in this thesis involves two sets, one of M weapons and one of N targets.

Each target has an associated positive value vn, and each pairing of a weapon and

a target has an associated probability of destroying that target pm,n. The goal for

a WTA problem is to assign each weapon to a target in a way which minimizes the
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expected value of surviving targets, formalized in Equation 4.1:

JWTA(Y ) =
N∑
j=1

vj

M∏
i=1

(1− pi,j)Yi,j . (4.1)

Multiple weapons can be assigned to a single target, however a target only has a fixed

value. Because of this, assigning multiple weapons to a single target has diminishing

returns, as the probability of destroying a target is the conjugate probability of it

being destroyed by each weapon assigned to it.

The solution to a WTA instance takes the form of an assignment matrix Y . This

assignment matrix is an M ×N binary matrix where each element is 1 if weapon M

is assigned to target N , and is 0 otherwise. This is subject to the constraint that

each weapon must be assigned to exactly one target:

N∑
j=1

Yi,j = 1,∀i ∈ {1, 2, ...,M}. (4.2)

The formulation given here differs superficially from the original formulation, in which

there are M classes of weapons, with each class i having ji individual weapons to

assign, and all weapons in a given class having identical probabilities of destroying

each target [87]. This paper instead borrows its formulation from Gibbons’ paper,

due to its ease of implementation with respect to the DBA architecture [10]. It is

trivial to demonstrate that the original formulation is equivalent to the formulation

used in this paper, as each class m of ji identical weapons can be represented by ji

separate weapons with identical features.
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DBA Data Representation

WTA problem instances as inputs to the DBA architecture use a relatively simple

data format which is taken directly from Gibbons’ original paper [10]. See Section 3.1

for more details on the data format used for DBA problems in general. For a WTA

problem:

• Ai (information for resource i) is not used.

• Tj contains the following information for task j:

– value

• Pi,j contains the following information for weapon-target pair (i, j):

– the probability pi,j that weapon i will destroy target j if Yi,j = 1

• E (global information) is not used.

4.1.2 ST-WTA

In order to generalize the WTA to more realistic scenarios, as well as to test the

capabilities of the DBA architecture on more complex problems, this thesis uses a

recently introduced and more complex variant of this problem called the ST-WTA

[109, 28]. This new problem involves generating assignments over a fixed area and

within a given time-frame, and is referred to as the Spatio-Temporal WTA. The

Spatio-Temporal WTA (ST-WTA) problem involves scheduling a set of M effectors to

complete a set of N tasks. The ST-WTA shares an objective with the original WTA;

the goal is to maximize the total expected value of completed tasks (Equation 4.1.2),

which is equivalent of minimizing value of incomplete tasks (or surviving targets, in
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the case of the WTA). However, in the ST-WTA the solution takes the form of a

schedule of assignments, rather than an order-free assignment matrix. Each effector

is scheduled to perform an ordered list of tasks (including potential repetitions). The

set of valid schedules is heavily constrained by the physical limitations of the effectors.

Applying DBA to this problem extends it to problems in which the state is dy-

namic. In Gibbons’ original paper, all problems that the DBA were tested on could

have their solutions represented as a single, atemporal, and order-free assignment

matrix (such as the solution matrix Y in the WTA) [10]. The order in which assign-

ments were made was not relevant to the solution, and many of the methods used

to train DBA required that an entire valid solution matrix could be generated in a

single step. Gibbons’ best results, however, came from training the agent to gener-

ate solutions one assignment at a time using reinforcement learning. This particular

training method allows DBA to generate solutions to problems in which the order of

assignments matters and the problem state may change after each assignment. It even

allows the same assignment to be performed multiple times, if the problem allows it.

This problem formulation tests all of the described functionalities, and tests the DBA

architecture in an environment far more complex than the traditional WTA.

Like the WTA, the ST-WTA has three main components which are involved in

generating a solution. Effectors (or resources), tasks, and opportunities (which rep-

resent potential assignments of effectors to tasks). An instance of the ST-WTA is

defined by a set of components, each with a set of features which represent that

component’s initial properties. These features are based on the problem formulation

proposed by Banks and Rivest [109]. The features used to represent each effector are

as follows:
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• starting x position

• starting y position

• velocity

• available attempts

• available movement

• available time

• effective range (i.e. how close it must be to the task)

The features used to represent each task are:

• x position

• y position

• task

Lastly, opportunities are represented by:

• probability of success

A solution to the ST-WTA takes the form of a set of ordered lists S = {L1, L2, L3, ...LM},

with each ordered list being composed of tasks. The list Li corresponds to the set

of tasks being attempted by effector i in the order provided by the list. An effector

is assumed to begin at its starting (x, y) location. In order to attempt a task j, an

effector moves towards that task’s location until it is within its effective distance.

The task is then considered attempted, and the effector immediately moves towards
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its next scheduled task. If an effector is already within its effective range for its next

task, it does not move. An effector may also have zero available movement, in which

case it is considered a “static effector” that can only attempt tasks within its effective

range. An diagram of the changing problem states during the solving process is shown

in Figure 4.1, along with the associated partial schedules in Figure 4.2.

Because success on a given task is probabilistic, successive attempts at a task have

diminishing expected returns. The objective function, given by the sum of expected

returns J(S) (which we want to maximize) for a valid schedule S is calculated using

the following formula:

JST-WTA(S) =
∑

1≤j≤N

vj[1−
∏

1≤i≤M

∏
o∈Oi,j

(1− po)], (4.3)

where Oi,j is the set of scheduled opportunities in the schedule S for effector-task

pair (i, j), and pi,j is the probability of success for effector-task assignment (i, j).

In order for the ST-WTA to produce realistic schedules which conform to the

real-world limitations of effectors, constraints are placed on the set of schedules which

constitute valid solutions. These constraints are:

• The total movement for an effector cannot exceed its initial movement

• The total time spent by an effector cannot exceed its initial time

• The total number of attempts made by an effector across all opportunities

cannot exceed its initial attempts

Furthermore, the following additional constraints were added:

• Effectors must have sufficient time and movement to return to their starting
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Figure 4.1: A diagram of the first four states (and three actions) in a solution to a
3x9 ST-WTA instance. Resources are shown in blue, and begin on the
left. Tasks are shown in orange and begin on the right. Effective ranges
are shown as light-blue circles around the resources.

positions after completing their final task.

• Each task could be attempted a maximum of two times (regardless of which

effector attempted it)

DBA Data Representation

The ST-WTA is a more complex problem than the standard WTA, and includes

dynamic properties which change during the solution-generation process. Most im-

portantly, the order in which assignments are made is relevant in ST-WTA solutions.

As such, the representation of the problem contains information not just about the

general problem state, but also about the “current” state of the problem given the
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Figure 4.2: A diagram of the schedule being generated by the agent which corre-
sponds to the states and actions in Figure 4.1. Note that under the
current simulation, assigning Resource 2 to Task 2 (at t = 3) requires
no time, as time is only required for movement, not attempting a task.
Also note that the scheduled time for actions represent the future time
that those actions are scheduled to occur. This continuous time dimen-
sion bears no direct relation to the discrete time steps t within the RL
environment.

assignments which have been made so far and their order. This feature-engineering

reduces the difficulty of the problem for the network by reducing the perceived com-

plexity of the environment from the perspective of the agent. The agent has direct

access to several pieces of information for which it would otherwise be forced to learn

to predict itself.

The contents of this tensor are based on the internal state of the simulator used to

model the environment. This simulator, designed by Banks and Rivest, simulates ST-

WTA instances which represent military engagements. The details of this simulator
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can be found in [109]. For an ST-WTA problem:

• Ai contains the following information for effector i:

– current position (x and y coordinates)*†

– starting position (x and y coordinates)†

– whether effector i is static or dynamic

– speed†

– remaining effort for attempts*†

– remaining energy for movement*†

– remaining time until time horizon*†

– effective range†

– effort rate per attempt†

– energy rate per time†

– asset type (one-hot encoded)

• Tj contains the following information for task j:

– position (x and y coordinates)†

– expected remaining task value*†

– number of previous attempts*

• Pi,j contains the following information for effector-task pair (i, j):

– the probability pi,j that task j will successfully completed by effector i if

Yi,j = 1
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– effort cost for effector i to attempt task j in its current state*†

– time cost for effector i to attempt task j in its current state*†

• E (global information) is not used.

Values marked with an * are dynamic, and may change after each solving step.

Values marked with a † are normalized for each problem to range [0,1], or are scaled

relative to other values which are already normalized to range [0,1].

Unlike other problems, the ST-WTA input does not include Yi,j. This is for two

reasons. First, the schedule generated for ST-WTA problems does not take the form

of an assignment matrix. An effector can potentially attempt a given task multiple

times, and the order of tasks is relevant. This cannot be represented by a simple binary

assignment matrix. Second, the ST-WTA environment is represented as an MDP,

and therefore possesses the Markov Property (see Section 2.1.1). Task information

includes current state information, the number of attempts on each given task, the

current expected remaining value for each task, remaining time and energy for all

resources, and which resource-task pairings are still feasible for future assignment.

These provide all information necessary for the agent to select the next optimal action

from a given partial solution without requiring knowledge of past states or actions.

4.1.3 Nurse Scheduling Problem

The Nurse Scheduling Problem (NSP), also known as the “Nurse Rostering Problem”

is a scheduling problem which can be framed as an assignment problem. Unlike the

WTA, there is no single accepted definition for the NSP in the field of operations

research [3]. It instead describes a class of similar problems, each representing the

scheduling of employees for shift work. This diversity is, in part, because practical
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applications of the NSP often require adherence to local employment regulations

which vary by location. It is also partially the result of varied optimization goals [25].

All versions of the NSP require that scheduling is performed under a variety of

constraints [3]. These constraints include hard constraints such as limitations on the

specific shifts which can be assigned together, as well as soft-constraints which have a

large negative impact on the objective function. Different NSP applications also seek

to optimize different objectives such as nurses’ shift preferences or shift coverage.

In a 2003 survey paper, Cheang et al. described multiple ways in which to frame

such a problem, and outlined 16 “common” constraints which were observed in a

minimum of two other papers [3]. The version of the NSP used in this thesis draws

heavily from this survey, and is designed to provide a simple, semi-realistic problem

environment which requires balancing multiple objectives. This thesis uses the 0-1

decision model of the scheduling problem from Cheang et al., specifically the “nurse-

task view” allowing the NSP to be framed as a standard assignment problem. Each

day is divided into three shift-types: day, evening, and night. These three shifts are

each assigned separately, and each one constitutes a single “task” with regard to the

DBA resource-task formulation. The “resources” in this problem are the nurses, each

of whom has an associated negative preference towards each shift-type representing

how much that nurse dislikes that shift type.

There are two constraints which apply to the schedule building process. The first

constraint is that each shift must be assigned exactly w nurses. This constraint is

split into a hard constraint and a soft constraint. The hard constraint is that the

no more than w nurses are assigned to a single shift (which can be enforced in all

cases by marking assignments to full shifts as infeasible). The soft constraint is that
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at least w nurses must be assigned to a single shift (which may be unavoidable if no

remaining nurses can be assigned to a shift). The second constraint is an additional

hard constraint that a nurse cannot be assigned to a night shift followed by a day

shift.

The objective function is composed of two primary objectives as well the soft

constraint. The contribution of each objective to the objective function as a whole

is weighed using a coefficient cobjective. c = 1 for both primary objectives in the

experimental setting, and c = 10 + 2w for the soft constraint, where w is the number

of workers which must be schedules each shift. For an assignment matrix Y , the first

objective (Equation 4.4) is to minimize the sum of negative preferences for each nurse

i for across all of their assigned shifts j:

Jpref(Y ) = −cpref
∑
i∈M

∑
j∈N

Yi,j(P
day
i Idayj + P ev

i I
ev
j + P ni

i I
ni
j ), (4.4)

where 0 ≤ P x
i ≤ 1 is nurse i’s dislike of shift type x ∈ {day, evening, or night}, and

Ixj is an indicator function which is 1 if shift j is of type x and 0 otherwise.

The second objective (Equation 4.5) is to minimize the number of overtime shifts

which are assigned:

Jot(Y ) = −cot
∑
i∈M

min(0, (
∑
j∈N

Yi,j)− k), (4.5)

where k is the overtime threshold (measured in number of shifts). The threshold for

overtime shifts is 1 per full day being scheduled for simplicity’s sake (i.e. 1 shift per

three tasks, rounded down).

The final contributor to the objective function is the constraint which requires
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that all shifts be assigned exactly w nurses (w = 3). As described in Section 4.2.2,

the DBA architecture cannot “backtrack” from partial solutions which have become

invalid, and so the DBA architecture must be prevented from taking actions which

may lead to an invalid solutions. Calculating whether an action may later force the

DBA agent into a future invalid solution is not always tractable, so the feasibility

feature cannot necessarily be updated to prevent these actions. To avoid this issue, a

large objective penalty for entering an invalid state can encourage the agent to learn

a policy which avoids that type of state by making the reward in those states lower

than any possible valid state.

For this constraint, it is simple to restrict the maximum number of nurses per

shift (a shift simply cannot be assigned further nurses once w nurses are assigned

to it). Other constraints on shift assignment, however, can lead to states where no

valid assignment can assign at least w nurses to each shift. A large penalty (given in

Equation 4.6) is applied for each worker less than w assigned to each shift:

Jshift(Y ) = −cshift
∑
j∈N

min(0, w −
∑
i∈M

Yi,j). (4.6)

The penalty for understaffed shifts is cshift = (10 + 2w) per missing worker. This

scaling factor ensures that the penalty for understaffing a shift is always greater than

any overtime or preference benefits that may be gained from an assignment which

violates this constraint. In practice, for the values of w = 3 and M = 9 used in this

thesis, this soft constraint penalty should never apply, as the only other constraint

which may prevent the assignment of nurses to a shift is the limitation on on night

shifts followed by day shifts. For any problem instance where w <= M
2

there is no

partial assignment which can cause less than w assignments to be available for a given
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shift.

Given the three above objective measures, the total objective function for the NSP

is given by Equation 4.7:

JNSP(Y ) = Jpref(Y ) + Jot(Y ) + Jshift(Y ). (4.7)

DBA Data Representation

Despite being a scheduling problems, like the ST-WTA, the NSP problem can be

cleanly represented as a bipartite assignment problem when using the 0-1 shift view

representation from [3]. Unlike the WTA or ST-WTA, the nurse scheduling problem

only uses resource and task features, with no pairwise features needed to represent

a problem instance. All information about how a nurse-shift pair interacts must be

derived by the network (for example, which shift preference applies to that pair). For

an NSP problem:

• Ai contains the following information for nurse i:

– Preference for day shifts

– Preference for evening shifts

– Preference for night shifts

– Total shifts assigned for this employee so far*†

• Tj contains the following information for shift j:

– Day indicator

– Evening indicator
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– Night indicator

– Total employees assigned to this shift*†

– Day index

• Pi,j (pairwise information for resource-task pair (i, j)) is not used.

• E (global information) is not used.

Values marked with an * are dynamic, and may change after each solving step.

Values marked with a † are normalized to range [0,1]. The indicator features for shifts

are a one-hot encoding of whether the shift in question is a day, evening or night shift.

The day index is a value representing which day the shift belongs to. This index is

necessary in order for the network to determine which night shifts follow which day

shifts (for constraint purposes), as the shifts would otherwise be unordered.
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4.2 Deep Bipartite Assignment

4.2.1 Network Architecture

The DBA model is a neural network architecture which makes use of attention layers

to pass information between representations of different potential assignments in a

bipartite assignment problem. The DBA is a stack-based architecture, which draws

inspiration from the Transformer architecture [10, 70]. In this architecture, there is

an initial layer which encodes the assignment opportunities, and then a set of similar

“stacks” which each implement similar operations using different parameters. In the

DBA architecture, each stack is composed of three ordered sub-layers: an Inter-task

Communication Layer, an Inter-resource Communication Layer, and a set of multiple

self-assessment layers. Finally, a linear feed-forward layer is used after the final stack

to transform the hidden representations of each potential assignment into a scalar

output for each assignment which parameterizes the agent’s policy. The full structure

of the network is shown in Figure 4.3, and the sub-structure of individual stacks is

shown in Figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.3: The stack-based structure of layers in the DBA architecture.
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Figure 4.4: The structure of each stack used in the DBA architecture.
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The default activation function used throughout the network is the ReLU activa-

tion function (see Equation 2.15, based on the choice made by Gibbons in his original

paper [52]. An alternative activation function is also examined in Section 5.2. Batch

Normalization is used after most layers/sublayers within the network, which normal-

izes the distribution of each feature of a given hidden representation within each

batch [110]. This ensures that the features which make up the hidden representations

within the network each have a mean of 0 and a variance of 1. Biases are not used

within the feed-forward layers of the network, as per Gibbons’ original design.

The input to the initial embedding layer e is the tensor representation of the cur-

rent problem state X, containing vector representations of each resource-task pair

Xm,n. The embedding layer transforms the input representation of each opportu-

nity vector into a vector of size Dε. The collection of all such vectors after each

layer/sublayer within the network is referred to using ε. Although the size of ε could

be changed in-between layers and sublayers (and this fact is referenced in the equa-

tions to follow), in practice the same size Dε is used throughout the network.

Input:

The input to the network is in the form

X ∈ RM×N×DX . (4.8)

Initial Embedding:

The input is then embedded using the initial embedding layer:

ε = BatchNorm(ReLU(FFe(X))), (4.9)
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where

FFe(X) = WeX. (4.10)

The resulting embedding has dimension: ε ∈ RM×N×Dε .

Inter-task Communication Layer:

The embedded input consists of an M ×N matrix of vectors, each of size Dε. These

are separated into M groups, where each group contains all N resource-task pairs

which share a given resource m:

Groupm ∈ RN×Dε . (4.11)

An attention operation is performed on each group separately, using the same

set of weights for each group. The attention mechanism used is scaled dot-product

attention, which allows resource-task pairs to send “messages” to one another [70].

For group m, each resource-task pair εm,n is used to produce three vectors, a query

qm,n, a key km,n, and a value vm,n. This is done through a set of three separate

feed-forward layers.

qm,n = FF 1,Q
s (εm,n),

km,n = FF 1,K
s (εm,n),

vm,n = FF 1,V
s (εm,n).

(4.12)

Q and K must share an output dimension Dk. Values may have a separate output

dimension Dv (although Dk = Dv in our experiments). These vectors are then sepa-

rated into H equally sized heads using a reshaping operation. Each head h undergoes

the attention operation separately. These are then packed into three sets of matrices
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Qm,h, Km,h, and Vm,h, each containing head h’s representation of all resource task

pairs which share resource m. This allows the attention operation for group (m,h)

to be performed in parallel using the following equations:

ε̂ = Atasks (ε) = concatm(concath(softmax(
Qm,hK

T
m,h√

Dk

)Vm,h, 1 ≤ h ≤ H), 1 ≤ m ≤M),

(4.13)

ε = Âtasks (ε̂) = BatchNorm(ε+ ε̂). (4.14)

The output dimension, denoted by Dε, is equal to Dv. This leaves us with a tensor

ε ∈ RM×N×Dε as the output of the inter-task communication layer.

Inter-resource Communication Layer:

The inter-resource communication layer functions almost identically to the inter-task

communication layer. It performs the same operations, but with attention across

resource-task pairs which share resources instead. This is completed by using a trans-

pose operation to swap the first and second dimensions of the tensor being processed.

The transposition is done both before and after the attention operator is applied.

After transposition, the data has dimension RM×N×Dε . This data is separated into

N groups, where each group contains all M resource-task pairs which share a given

task n:

Groupm ∈ RN×Dε . (4.15)

The attention operation used is identical to that used in the previous communication

layer, although it is separately parameterized (has its own weights) and is performed

within inter-resource groups instead of inter-task groups.

The output dimension for this layer is denoted by Dε. This leaves us with a tensor
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Figure 4.5: The feed-forward layers in DBA are equivalent to convolutional layers
with a 1 × 1 kernel and a stride of 1. Each opportunity vector is up-
dated separately from the others, but the same weights are used for each
opportunity.

ε ∈ RM×N×Dε as the output of the inter-resource communication layer.

Self-assessment Layers:

Finally, the self assessment layer consists of a set of l feed-forward layers with ReLU

activation and batch normalization which are applied to each resource-task pair vec-

tor. This can be viewed as set of convolutional layers, each with a 1 × 1 kernel and

a stride of 1, applied across the first two dimensions of the data tensor. A diagram

of this operation is provided in Figure 4.5. ReLU activation is not applied after the

last feed-forward layer.

ε = BatchNorm(ε+ReLU(FFs,l(ε))). (4.16)

The number of feed-forward layers, as well as the output size of each layer, are hy-

perparameters which can be tuned on a problem-by-problem basis.

The final output of this layer is a tensor ε ∈ RM×N×Dε with Dε being the output size

of the final layer l.
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Residual-Connections:

Residual connections are used between sublayers in each stack to allow the gradient to

flow freely through the network, allowing for faster training and avoiding the vanishing

gradient problem [111]. These connections are included in Equations 4.14 and 4.16,

and occur before batch normalization in each sub-layer.

4.2.2 Advantages and Limitations

Here, we discuss the main advantages of DBA. Specifically, that it can handle problem-

aspects which most neural networks fail to manage. It is, however, important to

differentiate between which limitations of traditional neural networks DBA can solve,

and which ones it cannot. The deep bipartite assignment architecture is not unlimited

in its capacity to solve bipartite assignment problems. In this section we will also

discuss why DBA’s method of representing data poses a challenge for problems with

certain properties, and places limitations on its general flexibility. These types of

challenges are not unique to DBA, but should still be taken into account.

A major advantage of DBA is that it is both order-invariant and size-invariant

with respect to the nodes of its input graph. This is because the attention mecha-

nisms used in the network allow it to perform “message passing” between elements

in an order- and size-invariant way, similar to other types of graph neural networks

[22]. In addition to that, all feed-forward operations in the network are performed

separately on each individual input, preventing input order from having an effect

in those layers. Being size-invariant means that DBA can potentially be trained on
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problems of one size, but then generate solutions for problems with different sizes. In

Gibbons’ research he reported that a DBA network trained on 10x10 instances of a

WTA problem was able to solve 20x20 WTA problems with better performance than

a DBA network trained on 20x20 problems [10].

One limitation of DBA is that it requires a fixed-length representation for all

relevant aspects of each opportunity. This is similar to how individual nodes in

graph-structured data require fixed-length representations when using attention op-

erations, and is not unique to DBA [22]. This can, however, limit the types of

inter-token relationships which can be represented within the data. For example,

graph neural networks use separate and discrete information to represent arbitrary

edge-relationships between nodes (tokens) in graphs [22]. Similar arbitrary relation-

ships between resources, tasks, or opportunities cannot be represented in this way

using the current formulation of DBA. For example, imagine an assignment problem

similar to the Nurse Scheduling Problem (described in Section 4.1.3), with the added

constraint that nurses may dislike any number of other nurses and refuse to work the

same shift as them. In such a case, there is no fixed-length vector which can represent

how a nurse interacts with all other nurses, given that the potential number of nurses

in the problem is unbounded. As such, the DBA architecture cannot represent this

constraint properly, and cannot learn to optimally solve instances of this expanded

problem.

In addition to this, DBA is currently only able to generate optimal solutions to

problems in which adding an assignment to a solution is guaranteed to either improve

the quality of the solution or leave it unchanged. This is because DBA is designed

such that it repeatedly processes successive problem states, adding elements to the
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solution until no further elements can be added. As this is its only stopping condition,

a problem for which additional assignments may worsen the quality of a solution may

have an optimal solution reached part-way through the solving process. In these cases,

the architecture will continue to make assignments until none are available, potentially

generating a sub-optimal solution. The matrix-like nature of DBA’s action-space

makes adding a “stop” action difficult, as an entire row or column of identical “stop”

actions would need to be added to preserve the properties of the action-space. This

makes it difficult to address the issue in this manner.

For similar reasons, DBA can only be guaranteed to generate solutions to prob-

lems for which there is a finite limit on the number of assignments that can be made.

A problem for which there is no such limit may cause DBA to loop endlessly, continu-

ally making additional assignments while never generating a completed solution. An

example of such a solution would be a problem in which the same assignment can be

made repeatedly (perhaps with diminishing or even negative rewards for successive

selections).

Small changes to the DBA architecture could potentially solve the latter two

problem (for example: recording all partial solutions generated by DBA and selecting

the best one afterwards, while limiting the number of steps which DBA will run for),

however the current implementation does not address them.
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4.3 Training Models

Gibbons’ original paper proposed two methods for training DBA models: a supervised

“simultaneous-construction” method, and a reinforcement learning method [10].

The “simultaneous-construction” method trained the model using a dataset of

pre-solved problems, and generated assignment matrices using a single set of outputs

from the DBA network. The network generated a set of outputs for every agent-

task pair, and the final assignment matrix was generated by repeatedly selecting

assignments according to this set of outputs until a complete assignment matrix was

generated. The resulting assignment matrices were compared with a pre-calculated

optimal assignment matrix to determine the loss for that sample. This methodology

would not work for many assignment or scheduling problems for two reasons.

The first reason is that many problems (such as the ST-WTA and NSP in this the-

sis) do not have efficient optimization algorithms. Bounded or guided search methods

such as A* are efficient enough that small sets of optimal solutions can be generated

for these problems, but supervised learning requires large datasets of solved problems

to learn effectively (the original paper used 200,000 examples for training). Gen-

erating that many solutions without efficient optimization algorithms is generally

intractable.

The second reason that supervised learning was not used is that this method

limits the DBA to problems which use assignment matrices as solutions in the same

way as the original paper does. In the original paper, solutions to the Weapon-

Target Assignment Problem are generated by producing an assignment matrix which

corresponds to the problem’s solution. In such an assignment matrix, each possible

assignment has a binary value indicating if that assignment is part of the solution (1)
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or not part of the solution (0). Conversely, in a problem like the ST-WTA a solution is

not determined purely by a set of binary assignments. The ST-WTA problem requires

the model to build a schedule for each resource. These schedules can contain multiple

identical assignments (indicating repeated attempts at the same task by an identical

resource), and the order in which assignments are made matters. The method of

simultaneous order-free assignment matrix generation proposed in Gibbons’ paper is

not compatible with these requirements, ruling out that form of supervised learning

as an option.

The secondary, reinforcement learning method is the basis for the training used

in this thesis. RL methods instead treat each successive assignment as a separate

action which is chosen by generating a new set of network outputs. The original

paper used Advantage Actor-Critic (A2C) with Generalized Advantage Estimation

(GAE) for this purpose [10]. The implementation of DBA in this thesis is also trained

using reinforcement learning, but two alternative training algorithms were tested in

addition to A2C. Proximal Policy Optimization (PPO) was tested as an example of

a state-of-the-art (and more stable) policy-gradient RL method [35]. Double Deep-

Q Learning (DDQN) was tested as an (older) example of a value-based RL method

[112].

4.3.1 A2C - Advantage Actor-Critic

Advantage Actor-Critic or A2C is an on-policy policy-gradient algorithm (see section

2.1.1) which uses a parameterized baseline to stabilize the learning process. Originally

introduced as Asynchronous Advantage Actor-Critic (A3C), this training algorithm

involved running multiple parallel agents in separate environments [72]. These agents
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each generate sequences of transitions which are used for training. In the original

algorithm the agents and environments functioned asynchronously from each-other

and from the training process, however later work has shown that the synchronous

version (A2C) functions just as well, with a decrease in implementational complexity

and improved efficiency when using GPUs to accelerate learning [73].

Similarly to traditional policy-gradient methods such as REINFORCE, A2C up-

dates network parameters using the gradient of the log-probability of actions which

were taken (as seen in Equation 2.9) [32]. Rather than using the actual discounted

future reward to scale these updates to the network parameters, however, A2C uses

the advantage function as a more stable replacement (see Section 2.1.1). This the-

sis, like Gibbon’s original paper, uses Generalized Advantage Estimation to calculate

these values in tandem with a separately parameterized critic [39, 10]. The critic

network has the same architecture as the policy network, but takes an average over

all outputs to output a single V value for a given input state.

The implementation of A2C used in this thesis is shown in Algorithm 1.

4.3.2 PPO - Proximal Policy Optimization

Proximal Policy Optimization (PPO) is a policy gradient method, similar to A2C (see

Section 2.1.1 and 4.3.1). PPO builds upon an algorithm called Trust Region Policy

Optimization (TRPO), which provided a theoretical guarantee of policy improve-

ment at each policy update by placing an upper bound on the size of policy update

steps taken [113]. This bound keeps the agent within a “trust region” of the policy

space, where it does not risk changing in a way that caused the true objective func-

tion to worsen. Unfortunately, TRPO requires the calculation of many second-order
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Algorithm 1: A2C

1 Initialize actor policy network weights θ and critic network weights θv;
2 T ← 0;
3 while T ≤ Tmax do
4 for j ∈ {0, 1, ..., jmax} in parallel do
5 Generate trajectory τj using actor policy θ;
6 Store probability of each action taken at each timestep t: πθ(at|st);
7 Compute sum of future discounted rewards Gt for each time step;
8 Compute value predictions for each state Vt using critic policy θv;
9 Compute advantage estimate for each state At using GAE;

10 end

11 Create batch BT from each transition bjt in each trajectory τj;
12 i← 0;
13 while i ≤ imax do
14 for b ∈ BT in parallel do
15 Lactor(θ)← Ab log πθ(ab|sb);
16 Lcritic(θv)← (Ab)

2;
17 Update θ and θv via gradient descent on composite loss:

L(θ) = −Lactor(θ) + c1Lcritic(θ);

18 end

19 end

20 end

derivatives, and is both computationally expensive and difficult to implement. PPO

was designed as a simpler-to-implement algorithm which retains many of the benefits

of TRPO. The authors demonstrated improved sampling complexity for tasks with

discrete action spaces (when compared to TRPO), while generating policies which

consistently outperformed those generated by TRPO, A2C, and other policy gradient

algorithms on a variety of benchmark tasks.

PPO is generally implemented using an actor-critic framework [35]. It works by

optimizing a surrogate loss function for the actor’s policy LCLIP, seen in Equation
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4.17:

LbCLIP =
πθ(ab|sb)
πθold(ab|sb)

Ât. (4.17)

This surrogate loss function optimizes the ratio between the the likelihood of an action

under a new policy πθ(ab|sb) and the likelihood of that same action under an old policy

πθold(ab|sb), based on the estimated advantage for that action Ât (see Section 2.1.1

for the advantage function).

PPO uses clipping on the ratio portion of this loss function, denoted by rb(θ),

in order to control the size of updates to the policy. PPO’s loss function, given in

Equation 4.18, is designed to operate over several update steps for each sample b,

with πθ(ab|sb) diverging from πθold(ab|sb) with each policy update:

Lactor = min(rb(θ)Âb, clip(rb(θ), 1− ε, 1 + ε)Âb). (4.18)

This loss term is clipped in such a way that the gradient with respect to the network

weights is masked for a given sample if the new policy diverges from the old policy for

that sample by more than ε percent (a tuneable hyperparameter). This clipping only

occurs, however, if the gradient from that sample would cause the policy to diverge

further.

The minimum is taken between the clipped loss term and the unclipped loss term

in order to allow the policy to “correct” itself if it has diverged too much from the

previous policy, while still preventing it from diverging further. It masks the gradient

for a sample only if the likelihood of the associated action has either: increased too

much and would further increase in likelihood, or decreased too much and would

further decrease in likelihood. Gradients which would push rb(θ) towards 1 (i.e.,
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which would make the post-update policy more similar to the old policy) are never

masked.

The advantage values that are used in this loss calculation are calculated using

Generalized Advantage Estimation (see Section 2.1.1). In PPO, the critic network

is trained alongside the actor network. The critic network loss function is given in

Equation 4.19:

Lbcritic(θv) = (Âb)
2. (4.19)

The critic network learns to predict the value function of a state under the current

policy. Because the advantage is calculated by comparing the critic’s estimate of the

state value to the actual value gained by the agent, minimizing the squared advantage

will bring the critic estimate closer to the true state value.

PPO also adds an entropy term to the loss. The entropy term for sample b, given

state sb and action space A(sb), is calculated using Equation 4.20:

Lbentropy(θ) = −
∑

a∈A(sb)

[ln(πθ(a|sb))πθ(a|sb)]. (4.20)

Minimizing this entropy term encourages exploration, and helps prevent the agent

from quickly approaching a deterministic policy. The contribution of the entropy to

the loss is controlled with a hyperparameter coefficient c2, which is crucial as the

range of possible entropy values for a policy is partially dependent on that policy’s

action space. It is important to note at this point that in Schulman et. al.’s paper

gradient ascent is used [35]. This thesis uses gradient descent, and so loss terms from

the original paper will have their signs reversed before gradient accumulation.

The implementation of PPO used in this thesis is shown in Algorithm 2.
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Algorithm 2: Actor-Critic PPO

1 Initialize actor policy network weights θ and critic network weights θv;
2 T ← 0;
3 while T ≤ Tmax do
4 for j ∈ {0, 1, ..., jmax} in parallel do
5 Generate trajectory τj using actor policy θ;
6 Store probability of each action taken at each timestep t: πθold(at|st);
7 Compute sum of future discounted rewards Gt for each time step;
8 Compute value predictions for each state Vt using critic policy θv;

9 Compute advantage estimate for each state Ât using Vt;

10 end

11 Create batch BT from each transition bjt in each trajectory τj;
12 i← 0;
13 while i ≤ imax do
14 for b ∈ BT in parallel do
15 Calculate new action probability πθ(ab|sb);
16 rb(θ)← πθ(ab|sb)

πθold (ab|sb)
;

17 Lactor(θ)← min(rb(θ)Âb, clip(rb(θ), 1− ε, 1 + ε)Âb);
18 Calculate new advantage values Ab using current critic policy θv;
19 Lcritic(θv)← (Ab)

2;
20 Calculate entropy loss Lentropy(θ) of the policy for state sb;
21 Update θ and θv via gradient descent on composite loss:

L(θ) = −Lactor(θ) + c1Lcritic(θ)− c2Lentropy(θ);
22 end

23 end

24 end

4.3.3 DDQN - Double Deep-Q Learning

Double-Q Learning works by training the model to predict the “Q-value” associated

with each action that it could take, similarly to classic Q-learning (see Section 2.1.1).

The Q-value of an action is an estimate of the reward gained for taking that action,

plus a discounted estimate of all future rewards to be gained from later actions (see

Section 2.1.1). Deep Q-Learning allows a neural network to be trained to predict
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this Q-function using gradient descent. The loss function used in this thesis for this

purpose is mean absolute error across Z samples in a batch. This is provided in

Equation 4.21, given the network’s estimate of Q for each sample i: Qπ(si, ai) and a

one step time-difference estimate of Q for each sample i: Gi:

LDDQN =
1

Z

Z∑
i=0

|Qπ(si, ai)−Gi|, (4.21)

where

Gi = ri + γQπ(s′i, a
′
i). (4.22)

By performing gradient descent on the above loss function, the model can trained

to accurately predict the return that can be gained by selecting any action (i.e. by

adding a specific resource-task pair to the solution). By selecting the action with

the maximum Q-value, the agent can then produce optimal solutions to assignment

problems by taking one action at a time.

Normal Q-Learning suffers from the problem of maximization bias, in which it

overestimates the reward from actions [112]. This is in part due to repeated esti-

mations by the same agent being a part of the Q-Value formula. Double Deep-Q

Learning (DDQN) helps remedy this problem by using separate agents for action se-

lection and target estimation. The value of Gi in Equation 4.22 uses a Q-value which

is calculated by a second “frozen” version of the Q-network (although the action be-

ing evaluated is still chosen by the Q-network). Similarly, the tuples are generated

by following the policy parameterized using a third “frozen” network, which helps

stabilize the distribution of samples being learned from. This has been shown to re-

duce the overestimation problem in deep reinforcement learning settings, and so was
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implemented for this thesis [112].

DDQN, like standard Q-Learning, is an off-policy training method which updates

a separate policy value than the one used to generate sample trajectories. In the

case of DDQN, the policy that generates sample trajectories is based on an ε-greedy

policy using Q-values from a delayed version of the network being trained. The

network being used by the sampling policy is replaced by the most recent version of

the network being trained at regular intervals. Although the samples are generated

using this ε-greedy policy, the network is being trained to predict the Q-values of

actions under the optimal policy, rather than those associated with the ε-greedy

policy being used to generate samples.

Each transition from one state to the next is stored as a sample in a circular

buffer called a “replay memory”. This replay memory allows the agent to learn from

random batches of past transitions, reducing the correlation between samples during

gradient descent steps and improving its sample efficiency [71]. This de-correlation is

crucial to the stability of DQN and DDQN [114].

The implementation of DDQN used in this thesis is shown in Algorithm 3. It is

worth noting that DDQN uses a significantly less powerful network than the policy-

gradient methods it was compared to, as DDQN only trains a single network (even

though three are stored) instead of training both an actor and a critic network.

4.4 Summary

In this section we covered the problems, architecture, and training algorithms which

will be used in this research. In the following section we will explain the experiments

which were developed to examine them, the results of these experiments, and how
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Algorithm 3: Double Deep Q-Learning

1 Initialize state s;
2 Initialize replay memory with maximum capacity Creplay;
3 Randomly initialize Q-value policy πq;
4 Initialize target policy πt ← πq and sampling policy πs ← πq;
5 Initialize target update frequency Ut and sampling update frequency Us;
6 for i ∈ {0, 1, ..., imax} do
7 select an action a ∼ πs(s);
8 get reward r and new state s′ from environment;
9 save tuple (s, a, r, s′) to replay memory;

10 if replay memory is over capacity then
11 remove the oldest saved tuple from replay memory;
12 end
13 sample a random minibatch of N tuples from replay memory

tuplen = (sn, an, rn, s
′
n);

14 for n ∈ {0, 1, ..., N} in parallel do
15 if s′n is terminal then
16 Gn ← rn;
17 end
18 else
19 Gn ← rn + γQπt(s

′
n, arg max

a′n

Qπq(s
′
n, a

′
n));

20 end

21 end

22 update πq via gradient descent step on 1
N

∑N
n=0 |Qπq(sn, an)−Gn|;

23 if i mod Ut = 0 then
24 πt ← πq
25 end
26 if i mod Us = 0 then
27 πs ← πq
28 end
29 if s′ is terminal then
30 sample new initial state s;
31 end
32 else
33 s← s′;
34 end

35 end
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these results contribute to the core objectives of this thesis.
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Chapter 5

Experiments and Results

The core experiments being performed in this thesis are threefold:

The first is a comparison of the three reinforcement learning algorithms described

in Section 4.3 for use with the three assignment and schedule generation problems

described in Section 3. The effectiveness of each algorithm is examined and they are

compared to each-other as well as to two other baselines.

The second examines the impact of activation function choice on the network’s

performance across the aforementioned algorithms and problems. LeakyReLU acti-

vation is examined as an alternative to the default ReLU activation function (both

described in Section 2.1.2).

The third examines the effect of dropout layers on the network’s performance

across test conditions. Algorithm performance when using dropout layers is compared

to performance without these layers.

The purpose of the first experiment is to demonstrate that DBA can be extended

to solve scheduling problems, including the NSP, using the newly introduced problem

formulations. It also allows us to examine which algorithm choices and hyperparam-

eter values lead to the best performance when used in this setting.
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The purpose of the second and third experiments is to delve deeper into how

specific structural choices within the DBA network affect the performance of these

algorithms on these problem sets. The choice of activation function is examined as

it is mostly unstudied in DRL, but is an important aspect of all neural networks.

Dropout was examined as it is a common regularization technique in deep learning,

but the benefits of using it in DRL are still unclear.

5.1 Experiment 1: Comparison of Algorithms

5.1.1 Objective

The primary objective of this work is to provide a comparison of multiple deep re-

inforcement learning approaches to a set of operations research problems. DRL has

only recently seen an increase in application to OR problems, with most studies ex-

amining the role of RL in OR appearing in the last few years [24, 115, 116]. One

particularly relevant paper by Boute et al. posits itself as a roadmap for DRL in

inventory control problems, and presents several issues which must be addressed in

order for DRL to be effectively applied to this problem [24]. One of the key challenges

it discusses is the sheer number of choices which are involved in developing and apply-

ing a DRL algorithm. Selecting between on-policy and off-policy algorithms, choosing

amongst value-based, policy gradient, and actor-critic methods, designing the neural

network structure, and selecting hyperparameter are all identified as areas which a)

are crucial for success when developing these algorithms, and b) lack well-established

practices for newcomers to base their approaches on. Boute specifies that it is dif-

ficult for newcomers to approach DRL for OR, because the sheer amount of testing

required to find a working combination of the above traits is both time-consuming
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and computationally expensive.

This first experiment addresses the algorithmic differences by examining two pop-

ular on-policy actor-critic methods and one popular off-policy value-based method.

By examining algorithmic performance differences on three OR problems of vary-

ing structure and complexity, this experiment aims to identify whether one type of

DRL algorithm has a clear advantage for application to assignment and schedul-

ing OR problems. Although this selection does limit the relevance of the study to

assignment-style problems, it allows the same network structure to be used for each

problem thus reducing the variance in performance between problems.

5.1.2 Methods

In order to evaluate how effective different methods of deep reinforcement learning are

for solving combinatorial optimization problems using attention mechanisms, three

algorithms were compared on a variety of tasks of varying complexity. Subsection

4.3 lists the training models being implemented, as well as the details for each al-

gorithm’s implementation. In order to minimize the effect of parameter selection on

performance, a grid search was performed for each problem-algorithm pair so that

optimal performance for all pairings could be compared. Grid search space is pro-

vided in Table 5.1 and optimal hyperparameters for each algorithm are provided in

Tables 5.4, 5.3, and 5.2. For hyperparameters which were not selected via grid search,

best practices based on existing work were followed. These fixed hyperparameters are

listed in Table 5.5

For each training run performed in the grid search, the network was trained for up

to the number of maximum iterations with early stopping after a number of validation
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Table 5.1: Hyperparameter Search Space

Hyperparameter Search Space
Learning Rate {1e-4, 1e-5}
Hidden Size {16*, 32*, 64, 128**}
# of Stacks {2, 3, 5}

* WTA only. ** ST-WTA and NSP only.

Table 5.2: Best Hyperparameters Found for A2C

Hyperparameter WTA ST-WTA NSP
Learning Rate 1e-4 1e-5 1e-4
Hidden Size 64 128 128
# of Stacks 3 3 3

Table 5.3: Best Hyperparameters Found for PPO

Hyperparameter WTA ST-WTA NSP
Learning Rate 1e-4 1e-4 1e-4
Hidden Size 32 128 128
# of Stacks 5 5 5

steps with no improvement (see Table 5.5 for exact parameters for each algorithm).

The models were trained using training dataset of 10,000 pre-generated problems for

ST-WTA instances, and an “unlimited” dataset of randomly generated problems for

the WTA and NSP problems (see Chapter 3 for dataset details). Validation datasets

of 100 pre-generated problems were used to determine optimal performance for each

training run. The network hyperparameters with the best validation performance

across all training runs were then used for the comparative study. These datasets were

constant across all training runs and algorithms. Once the best-performing networks

were trained, those networks were tested on a “testing dataset” of 100 pre-generated

problems (distinct from the validation datasets).
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Table 5.4: Best Hyperparameters Found for DDQN

Hyperparameter WTA ST-WTA NSP
Learning Rate 1e-4 1e-4 1e-4
Hidden Size 64 128 128
# of Stacks 5 5 5

Table 5.5: Fixed Hyperparameters

Hyperparameter DDQN PPO A2C
Attention Heads 4 4 4
Max Iterations 25,000 5000 5000

Epochs/Iteration 1 10 10
Validation Freq. 200 50 50

Early Stopping Cutoff 20 10 10
Replay Capacity* 5000 - -

Agent Update Freq.* 500 - -
Target Update Freq.* 250 - -

Max ε* 1.00 - -
Min ε* 0.05 - -

Parallel Environments** - 8 8
GAE γ** - 1.0 1.0
GAE λ** - 0.95 0.95

Clip Range*** - 0.2 -
Entropy Loss Weight*** - 0.01 -

* applies only to DDQN
** applies only to PPO and A2C

*** applies only to PPO

In order to reduce variance due to network initialization, 10 new networks were

trained for each problem-algorithm pair using the best hyperparameters from the grid

search. These networks were trained using the same training procedure and datasets

described above. The rewards on the test data set for these new networks were

recorded, and were used as the final representative values for each problem-algorithm

pair.
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A random and greedy algorithm was also added for each problem for comparison.

The random algorithm (which takes a random valid action at each step) was run 1000

times on each testing dataset in order to get an accurate measure of the mean and

standard deviation. The greedy algorithm calculated the marginal return of each valid

action at each step and selected that action. 1000 trials per problem were used for the

random algorithm due to its fast runtime, as this provided a more accurate estimate

of the expected value of the policy for comparison. The greedy algorithm was only

run once for each problem, as it is deterministic and has no deviation between runs.

The mean and standard deviation of total reward each problem-algorithm pair

was recorded. The difference in performance across algorithms was examined for

each problem using a separate one-factor ANOVA.

5.1.3 Results

The mean and standard deviation of the total reward across the test dataset for each

problem-algorithm pair are presented in Table 5.6. The distributions of the total

reward for each problem-algorithm pair are illustrated in the box-and-whisker plots

seen in Figures 5.1 - 5.3.

For each problem, a one-factor ANOVA was performed to determine whether the

choice of algorithm had an effect on the reward obtained.

The first ANOVA was performed for the WTA problem. The ANOVA found a

statistically significant difference in reward between at least two algorithms (F(2, 27)

= 4.02, p = 0.03). A post-hoc Tukey’s HSD Test found that the difference in mean

reward between PPO and DDQN was significant (p = 0.02, 95% C.I. = [1.80, 27.28]).

No significant difference was found between A2C and PPO (p = 0.28) or between
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Table 5.6: Total Reward on Test Datasets

Algorithm WTA ST-WTA NSP
A2C -31.16 ± 12.09 843.00 ± 26.50 -4302.12 ± 420.96
PPO -39.15 ± 14.11 874.35 ± 31.69 -1796.74 ± 37.78
DDQN -24.61 ± 7.14 904.96 ± 7.42 -1805.28 ± 26.87
Random -30.72 ± 0.37 811.75 ± 2.45 -3584.14 ± 26.68
Greedy -8.59 852.55 -1654.40

Average and standard deviation of the best reward obtained by each algorithm on the
test dataset over 10 training runs. Random results were obtained over 1000 trials.
The greedy algorithm is deterministic and has no meaningful standard deviation.
Higher values indicate better performance.

A2C and DDQN (p = 0.42).

For the WTA problem DDQN was the only RL algorithm which was able to

consistently outperform a random algorithm, and none of the RL algorithms were able

to outperform the greedy algorithm in any trials. DDQN had the best performance,

and it outperformed PPO at a statistically significant level.

The second ANOVA was performed for the ST-WTA problem. The ANOVA found

a statistically significant difference in reward between at least two algorithms (F(2,

27) = 16.34, p � 0.01). A post-hoc Tukey’s HSD Test found that the mean reward

differed significantly between all pairs of algorithms: A2C and PPO (p = 0.02, 95%

C.I. = [4.47, 58.21]), A2C and DDQN (p � 0.01, 95% C.I. = [35.08, 88.82]), and

PPO and DDQN (p = 0.02, 95% C.I. = [3.74, 57.48]).

For the ST-WTA problem all RL algorithms consistently outperformed the ran-

dom algorithm. Both PPO and DDQN outperformed the greedy algorithm on aver-

age, with DDQN outperforming the greedy algorithm in all ten trials. DDQN had the

best performance, followed by PPO, followed by A2C. All of these differences were

statistically significant.
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Figure 5.1: A box-and-whisker plot showing the distribution of total reward for each
algorithm on the WTA testing dataset. Individual data points are shown
as dots. Random results used a stochastic algorithm over 1000 trials.
A2C, PPO, and DDQN used 10 separately trained networks. Greedy
used a single deterministic algorithm. Generated using BoxPlotR [2]

The third ANOVA was performed for the NSP. The ANOVA found a statistically

significant difference in reward between at least two algorithms (F(2, 27) = 348.78, p

� 0.01). A post-hoc Tukey’s HSD Test found that the mean reward differed between

A2C and PPO (p � 0.01, 95% C.I. = [2226, 2768]) as well as between A2C and

DDQN (p � 0.01, 95% C.I. = [2234, 2776]). No significant difference was found

between PPO and DDQN (p 0.99).

For the NS problem both the PPO and DDQN algorithms outperformed the ran-

dom algorithm, while A2C failed to do so in all but one case. None of the RL
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Figure 5.2: A box-and-whisker plot showing the distribution of total reward for each
algorithm on the ST-WTA testing dataset. Individual data points are
shown as dots. Random results used a stochastic algorithm over 1000 tri-
als. A2C, PPO, and DDQN used 10 separately trained networks. Greedy
used a single deterministic algorithm. Generated using BoxPlotR [2]

algorithms were able to outperform the greedy algorithm in any trials. DDQN and

PPO outperformed A2C at a statistically significant level.

5.1.4 Discussion

One of the first things noted during the grid search portion of this experiment was

that all three algorithms followed similar patterns with regard to best performing hy-

perparameters across problems. Under almost all test conditions the highest learning

rate (1e− 4) performed best, with the A2C on the ST-WTA problem being the only
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Figure 5.3: A box-and-whisker plot showing the distribution of total reward for each
algorithm on the NSP testing dataset. Individual data points are shown
as dots. Random results used a stochastic algorithm over 1000 trials.
A2C, PPO, and DDQN used 10 separately trained networks. Greedy
used a single deterministic algorithm. Generated using BoxPlotR [2]

exception. Higher hidden size also performed best under almost all test conditions,

with the largest available hidden size (64 for WTA, 128 otherwise) performing best

in all cases except for PPO on the WTA problem. The best number of stacks within

the network architecture was consistent for each algorithm. Three hidden stacks per-

formed best on all problems for A2C, while five hidden stacks performed best on all

problems for PPO and DDQN. This result was surprising, as it was expected that

the number of stacks needed would depend on the complexity of the problem being

solved, rather than on the training algorithm being used.
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The consistency the above parameters display across test groups suggests that

a meaningful performance difference may exist for certain hyperparameter choices

across different OR problems for this type of architecture. A larger hidden size and

a higher learning rate appeared to improve results regardless of the problem. The

grid search space was limited due to both time and memory constraints, so it is

possible that larger hidden sizes, learning rates, or numbers of stacks may improve

results further. A surprising result was that the ideal number of stacks different

on a per-algorithm basis rather than a per-problem basis. It was expected that the

number of stacks (and therefore the number of parameters and operations performed)

would differ between problems based on the relative difficulty of solving each one.

Two possibilities are that the upper limit on the beneficial number of stacks was not

reached for each problem, and that a higher number of stacks would reveal a difference.

Another possibility is that, despite superficial differences in difficulty between the

problems that they all posed a similar level of challenge for the agent to learn.

With respect to the algorithms final performance, DDQN consistently performed

as well as or better than the other algorithms across all problems. This performance

improvement had high statistical significance for both ST-WTA and NSP problems.

A2C performed worst overall, and failed to meaningfully learn heuristics for all three

problems. A2C performed worse on average than a random baseline on all three prob-

lem instances, although its total reward had a relatively high standard deviation and

some training runs did result in networks which outperformed the random algorithm.

The result obtained in this experiment conflict with Gibbons’ original reported

results, in which A2C was able to generate solutions to the WTA problem with a

relatively low optimality gap of 3.9% [10]. While it was not possible to directly
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compare the results of this experiment to Gibbons’ results (as reward values were

not reported, and optimal solutions to WTA problems could not be obtained with

available hardware), the performance of the greedy algorithm demonstrates that the

optimality gap was larger for all three algorithms for the WTA than Gibbons’ reported

results. This is because the greedy algorithm is equal to or worse than the optimal

solution. If the percentage gap between the greedy reward and the reward obtained by

other algorithms is higher than Gibbons’ reported optimality gap, then the optimality

gap on this dataset is necessarily higher than Gibbons’. Gibbons’ also reported using

a lower hidden size (16) and number of stacks (2) than the consistently optimal values

found in this experiment. Limitations which may have led to these differences are

discussed in Section 6.2.

Despite this, both PPO and DDQN showed a promising ability to outperform

the greedy algorithm on the ST-WTA and nearly matched it on the NSP. Additional

fine-tuning of the algorithms may enable better performance on all problems, and

may further allow DBA to update

An interesting observation was that the randomly initialized network states (which

were initialized using Xavier Initialization [117]) often parameterized policies which

were significantly worse than random policies. For example, the average initial reward

on the validation datasets across 10 trials were significantly worse than the average

rewards obtained by a random policy. The reward obtained by initial policies for each

test condition on the validation dataset are shown in Table 5.7. These results may

partially explain why DDQN displayed the best performance, as it is the only off-

policy algorithm which was tested. The off-policy nature of DDQN may have allowed

it to explore more successful portions of the solution-space, ignoring its initially poor
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Problem Algorithm Mean Initial Reward Mean Random Reward
WTA A2C -54.12 -30.61
WTA PPO -52.42 -30.61
WTA DDQN -45.86 -30.61
ST-WTA A2C 792.81 811.79
ST-WTA PPO 804.60 811.79
ST-WTA DDQN 787.70 811.79
NSP A2C -5276.50 -3570.90
NSP PPO -5495.60 -3570.90
NSP DDQN -5422.10 -3570.90

Table 5.7: Average total reward on the validation datatset for randomly initialized
untrained neural networks over 10 trials. Random results were obtained
over 1000 test runs. Higher values indicate better performance.

policy. This initially poor policy may have caused the on-policy A2C and PPO

algorithms to struggle with exploring portions of the problem space which lead to

higher-quality solutions. PPO did, however perform better than A2C on two of the

three problems, suggesting that its entropy loss term (which encourages exploration)

may help remedy this problem.

5.2 Experiment 2: Comparison of ReLU Activation Functions

5.2.1 Objective

In addition to comparing the reinforcement learning algorithms which perform best on

the problems and architecture listed above, this thesis also compared the performance

of algorithms using different activation functions. The original DBA paper used

standard ReLU activation for all non-linearities in the network, as ReLU is often

considered the de-facto standard for deep learning [10, 51]. Despite this standard,

existing studies have yielded different results regarding the performance of networks

which use ReLU compared to alternatives like LeakyReLU. Some comparative studies
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have found that LeakyReLU performs better than standard ReLU [55, 51], some have

found that ReLU performs better [56], and some have found no consistent difference

[54].

A weakness of existing studies, however, is that they overwhelmingly test perfor-

mance on learning in convolutional neural networks. Indeed, all studies cited above

were performed using convolutional neural networks on image classification tasks

trained using supervised learning. This narrow range of testing makes it difficult to

extrapolate the results of these studies to other domains and training methods. This

experiment serves to test performance in attention-based networks that are trained

using reinforcement learning. This comparison should act as a useful reference for

researchers who are designing new architectures for use in DRL for combinatorial op-

timization, as it was also identified by Boute et al. as an important hyperparameter

for which little guidance exists in the domain of DRL for OR [24].

5.2.2 Methods

The two activation functions which were examined were ReLU (the default function)

[52] and LeakyReLU [53]. In order to examine the effect of these design decisions on

performance, the best-performing hyperparameter sets from each problem-algorithm

pair in Experiment 1 were used. Each of these hyperparameter settings were used to

train ten additional networks with LeakyReLU activation layers replacing all ReLU

activations.

The mean and standard deviation for total reward on the test sets were recorded

for the ten newly trained networks, and these were compared to the ten networks
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Algorithm WTA ST-WTA NSP
A2C -31.16 ± 12.09 843.00 ± 26.50 -4302.12 ± 420.96
A2C LR -37.48 ± 8.65 854.54 ± 39.34 -4067.22 ± 444.53
PPO -39.15 ± 14.11 874.35 ± 31.69 -1796.74 ± 37.78
PPO LR -39.00 ± 15.69 856.69 ± 54.72 -1801.22 ± 36.49
DDQN -24.61 ± 7.14 904.96 ± 7.42 -1805.28 ± 26.87
DDQN LR -26.26 ± 7.87 909.94 ± 7.08 -1759.84 ± 26.20

Table 5.8: Average and standard deviation of reward obtained by each algorithm
over 10 training runs using either ReLU or LeakyReLU (LR) activation
functions for all non-linearities. Higher values indicate better performance.

from Experiment 1. The effect of the activation function on performance was ana-

lyzed using three separate two-factor ANOVAs with replication. One ANOVA was

performed for each algorithm, with activation function (ReLU or LeakyReLU) as the

first factor and algorithm choice (DDQN, PPO, or A2C) as the second factor.

5.2.3 Results

The mean and standard deviation of the total reward for each problem-algorithm pair

with LeakyReLU over 10 trials each are presented in Table 5.8.

For the two-factor ANOVAs performed in this experiment, main effects of algo-

rithm choice on reward were ignored, as they were examined in Experiment 1.

The first two-factor ANOVA was performed for the WTA problem. The ANOVA

found that there was no significant main effect of activation function choice on reward

(p = 0.38), nor an interaction effect between activation function and algorithm choice

on reward (p = 0.65).

The second two-factor ANOVA was performed for the ST-WTA problem. The

ANOVA found that there was no significant main effect of activation function choice
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on reward (p = 0.96), nor an interaction effect between activation function and algo-

rithm choice on reward (p = 0.34).

The third two-factor ANOVA was performed for the NSP. The ANOVA found

that there was no significant main effect of activation function choice on reward (p =

0.16), nor an interaction effect between activation function and algorithm choice on

reward (p = 0.29).

5.2.4 Discussion

This experiment found that ReLU and LeakyReLU activation functions had nearly

identical performance, with no consistent pattern between activation function choice

and network performance across problems. It is possible that these two activation

functions are too similar for this choice to significantly affect the performance of the

network.

5.3 Experiment 3: Comparison of Dropout Layers

5.3.1 Objective

The final experiment performed in this thesis compares the performance of mod-

els which used dropout layers to those which used traditional feed-forward layers.

Dropout is a popular regularization tool for training deep neural networks, improv-

ing their ability to generalize to unseen data [46]. While Sutton and Barto mention

dropout as a regularization tool for DRL in their popular Reinforcement Learning

textbook, very little research exists which directly examine the effect of dropout on

network performance in DRL [29]. One of the few papers which did examine the

effect of dropout found that a dropout rate of 0.1 improved generalization for DRL
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agents in a video game environment, but noted that the effect on performance was

small [64]. This 0.1 dropout rate is significantly lower than rates in the range of 0.5

which are common in supervised learning [46, 61, 60]. It is important to note, how-

ever, that there is a pervasive attitude within the reinforcement learning community

that dropout adversely affects DRL performance. This “unofficial” attitude is widely

circulated within web-based RL communities such as those on StackExchange and

Reddit, however no such opinions (which the author encountered) provided any form

of references or evidence to back up these claims.

As such, it is valuable to examine this empirically to determine whether these

attitudes surrounding dropout in DRL are justified.

5.3.2 Methods

In order to examine the effect of dropout layers on performance, the best-performing

hyperparameter sets from each problem-algorithm pair in Experiment 1 were used.

Each of these hyperparameter sets were used to train ten additional networks with

dropout layers added.

Dropout layers were added after the initial embedding, as well as after each stack.

Dropout layers were added immediately after batch normalization (BN) operations

within the network. This choice was based on the results of a 2018 paper by Li et

al. which found that adding dropout layers before BN leads to “variance shift”, in

which variance estimates which are learned by the BN parameters during the training

process are different than those which occur during testing (when dropout is “turned

off”) [62]. Li found that applying dropout layers after BN helped reduce the effect of

this problem. Although Li recommended only applying dropout after all BN layers in
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the entire network had been applied, this was not feasible for our network structure

as a whole and could only be applied within individual stacks.

A dropout rate of p = 0.1 was used for this purpose, based on the work of Cobbe

et al. which found it provided the best performance for a DRL agent within a tested

dropout probability range of 0 ≤ p ≤ 0.25 [64]. Dropout also necessitates the use of

a larger hidden size for the network [46]. In order to adjust for this, the hidden sizes

used in networks with dropout were scaled up. If the best network found via grid

search in Experiment 1 used a hidden size of h and z heads, the dropout network

used a hidden size of h′ calculated using Equation 5.1:

h′ = bh/(1− p)c+ (z − (bh/(1− p)c mod z)) mod z (5.1)

This ensured that the hidden size was always divisible by the number of heads, which

is necessary for the multi-headed attention operators to function as intended. The

resulting hidden sizes which were used are given in Table 5.9.

Hidden Size Hidden Size with Dropout
16 20
32 36
64 72
128 144

Table 5.9: Hidden sizes of network layers with and without dropout.

The mean and standard deviation for total reward on the test sets were recorded

for the ten newly trained networks, and these were compared to the ten networks from

Experiment 1. The effect of the dropout layers on performance was analyzed using

three separate two-factor ANOVAs with replication. One ANOVA was performed for

each algorithm, with dropout layers (present or not present) as the first factor and
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Algorithm WTA ST-WTA NSP
A2C -31.16 ± 12.09 843.00 ± 26.50 -4302.12 ± 420.96
A2C Dropout -34.30 ± 4.56 881.36 ± 32.92 -3970.47 ± 396.47
PPO -39.15 ± 14.11 874.35 ± 31.69 -1796.74 ± 37.78
PPO Dropout -39.50 ± 12.81 884.24 ± 30.43 -1789.07 ± 35.67
DDQN -24.61 ± 7.14 904.96 ± 7.42 -1805.28 ± 26.87
DDQN Dropout -19.80 ± 5.37 913.54 ± 3.34 -1855.08 ± 39.63

Table 5.10: Average and standard deviation of reward obtained by each algorithm
over 10 training runs with or without dropout layers.

algorithm choice (DDQN, PPO, or A2C) as the second factor.

5.3.3 Results

The mean and standard deviation of the total reward for each problem-algorithm pair

with and without dropout over 10 trials each are presented in Table 5.10.

For the two-factor ANOVAs performed in this experiment, main effects of algo-

rithm choice on reward were ignored, as they were examined in Experiment 1.

The first two-factor ANOVA was performed for the WTA problem. The ANOVA

found that there was no significant main effect of dropout layers on reward (p = 0.86),

nor an interaction effect between dropout layers and algorithm choice on reward (p

= 0.46).

The second two-factor ANOVA was performed for the ST-WTA problem. The

ANOVA found that there was a significant main effect of dropout layers on reward (p

< 0.01). All three algorithms performed slightly better on the ST-WTA when using

dropout layers. There was no significant interaction effect between dropout layers

and algorithm choice on reward (p = 0.12).

The third two-factor ANOVA was performed for the NSP. The ANOVA found that

there was no significant main effect of dropout layers on reward (p = 0.12), however
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there was a significant interaction effect between dropout layers and algorithm choice

on reward (p = 0.03). A2C performed noticeably better when dropout was used,

PPO was unaffected, and DDQN performed slightly worse.

5.3.4 Discussion

This experiment found that dropout improved network performance at a statistically

significant level on the testing dataset for the ST-WTA. all algorithms showed im-

provement on the ST-WTA when dropout layers were used. For the NSP, a positive

effect was seen for A2C, while a potential negative effect was seen on DDQN. For

most conditions, dropout layers also appeared to reduce the variance of the reward

achieved by the network over multiple training runs (exceptions to this were A2C on

the ST-WTA and DDQN on the NSP). These effects were relatively small, and only

the main effect of dropout layers on the ST-WTA was significant beyond the p = 0.01

level. There was no basis in the literature for this difference between algorithms, and

further research is necessary to determine the cause of this effect.

It is possible that the relatively small effect of dropout may be due to the presence

of batch normalization layers within the network. As discussed in Section 5.3.2,

dropout layers may interact poorly with batch normalization layers if dropout occurs

before batch normalization within a network [62]. This could not be completely

avoided due to the structure of the DBA architecture, and it is possible that the

negative effects of this combination reduced the positive regularization impact of the

dropout layers.

It is also possible that implementing dropout and batch normalization (both of
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which are regularization techniques) in the same network leads to diminishing re-

turns. These two layers serve similar purposes in neural networks, and have even

been combined into a single layer in some work [118].

5.4 Summary

The goals of the research performed in this section were:

• to extend the DBA architecture to scheduling problems

• to demonstrate the first deep reinforcement learning-based solution-approximation

method for the Nurse Scheduling Problem

• to compare the effectiveness of various policy-gradient and value-based RL algo-

rithms for use when solving CO/OR problems, namely A2C, PPO, and DDQN

• to examine how algorithm design choices affect the performance of RL when

applied to three assignment and scheduling problems (the WTA, ST-WTA, and

NSP), namely the hyperparameters, activation function, and use of dropout

layers

The research showed that the DBA architecture could be successfully extended

to complex scheduling problems, and consistently outperformed a greedy algorithm

on the ST-WTA when trained with PPO or DDQN. The research also demonstrated

that the DBA architecture could learn to generate solutions to the NSP which were

significantly better than random, although they did not outperform the greedy algo-

rithm.

Three experiments were performed in total. The first experiment examined the

effect of different learning algorithms (A2C, PPO, and DDQN) on agent performance
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when solving. It identified trends in hyperparameter choice for training these net-

works, and found that DDQN matched or outperformed the other algorithms in all

cases, while A2C showed poor performance on all problems and failed to learn ef-

fective solutions. It also revealed that the DBA architecture generated significantly

worse than random solutions when initialized with random weights using Xavier-

Glorot normal initialization [117]. This may have lead to the poor performance of

some algorithms.

The second experiment examined the effects of using LeakyReLU layers instead of

ReLU layers for these problems. No significant differences were found between these

activation functions for any test conditions.

The final experiment examined the effects of adding dropout layers to the archi-

tecture. A small positive effect on performance was found for the ST-WTA problem,

and the effect for the NSP problem differed between algorithms. The effect on perfor-

mance was not large enough for dropout layers to be a major design recommendation

or concern in conjunction with batch normalization for the DBA architecture.

Overall, the research suggested that DDQN may perform better when training an

attention-based architecture such as DBA for solving OR problems, even when com-

pared to state-of-the-art algorithms like PPO. This may be due to the importance

of exploration in the learning process for randomly initialized networks in RL. This

possibility is supported by some existing research which shows that policy gradient al-

gorithms like A2C/A3C and deep deterministic policy gradient show improved results

on both Atari game and physical control tasks when exploration is explicitly built

in to their learning process [119, 120]. Relying on a stochastic policy for exploration

may not be sufficient. This is supported by recent research from Andrychowicz et
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al., which found that policy initialization had a major impact on the performance of

on-policy algorithms, in part due to its effect on exploration [38]. They found that

a policy initialization method which encourages a flat action distribution is a more

effective method of encouraging exploration than an entropy term (such as the one

seen in PPO). In their experiments on Atari games, proper initialization at the final

network layer led to improvements of up to 66%. Incorporating this information may

improve the performance of the on-policy algorithms on the tasks examined in this

thesis.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion and Future Work

6.1 Conclusion

In this thesis, we examined the application of multiple DRL algorithms to scheduling

problems in OR. We proposed that an existing architecture designed for assignment

problems, DBA, could be applied to scheduling problems by reformatting them as

sequences of assignment problems on bipartite graphs. This was tested by applying

the DBA architecture to an existing assignment problem (the WTA problem) as well

as two problems that it has not previously been applied to (the ST-WTA problem

and the NSP). Finally, the effects of various algorithmic and architectural decisions

were examined in a series of experiments in order to make future work in this area of

research easier.

The core contributions of this thesis are as follows:

1. We proposed a set of two problem formulations which extend the applications

of Gibbons’ DBA architecture to scheduling problems (Section 3.2)

2. We applied DRL to the Nurse Scheduling Problem for the first time (Section

4.1.3).
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3. We compared the effectiveness of A2C, PPO, and DDQN training algorithms

when learning heuristics for three OR/CO problems formulated as assignment

problems using DBA (Section 5.1)

4. We examined the impact of structural choices and hyperparameter selection on

the performance of these algorithms on these problem sets (Sections 5.1 - 5.3)

We began in chapter two by performing a literature review of modern deep rein-

forcement learning techniques such as the ones used in the experiments. We then went

on to discuss the general field of combinatorial optimization on graphs, and delved

more deeply into bipartite assignment problems and scheduling problems, examining

how existing work has tried to solve these types of problems. We then surveyed the

challenged faced by researchers who apply deep learning to graph problems, and ex-

amined some ways in which these challenges have been overcome in recent years using

graph neural networks.

In chapter three we laid out an extension of Gibbons’ representation of bipartite

assignment problems which allows scheduling problems to be formulated in a way

which DBA can generate solutions to [10]. Two methods for doing this were proposed:

a discrete time-block scheduling formulation and an ordered-list based scheduling

formulation.

In chapter four we explain Gibbons’ formulation of the WTA, and outline new

formulations of the ST-WTA and NSP following the newly proposed methodologies

from chapter three. We then explain our implementation of the DBA architecture

used in this thesis, including specifying some crucial architectural details which were

absent from the original published description such as the exact locations of non-

linearities, batch normalization layers, and residual connections.
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In chapter five we outlined three RL algorithms tested on the DBA: A2C as the

original policy gradient method used by Gibbons’, PPO as a newer state-of-the-art

policy gradient method, and DDQN as a value-based method. We then performed

three experiments to examine the effectiveness of these algorithms using the three

problem formulations proposed.

The first experiment examined both hyperparameter choice and algorithm choice

on network performance. Consistent patterns surrounding optimal hyperparameter

choice were identified, two of which persisted across different algorithms. The DDQN

algorithm was identified as having the best overall performance, and some analysis

suggested that this is due to its superior exploration of the problem space. We also

discovered that the randomly initialized attention network would initially produce

policies which were significantly worse than random chance, suggesting that network

initialization and exploration play important roles in the success of DRL when learn-

ing to solve OR problems.

The second experiment examined the impact of using LeakyReLU activation func-

tions rather than a ReLU in the network. Some prior research had shown that this

choice may have an effect on performance on other tasks, however no significant

differences were discovered for any problem or algorithm.

Finally, the third experiment examined the use of dropout layers as a regulariza-

tion technique to improve test performance of the networks. The effect of this layer

differed between problems, ranging from a small positive effect to a small negative

effect.

This thesis sought to demonstrate that an attention-based architecture like DBA
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can be applied to OR scheduling problems effectively using deep reinforcement learn-

ing. The architectures were able to learn heuristics for solving these problems which

are significantly better than random, and in some cases even better than greedy

heuristics. With additional tuning this architecture may be able to generate state-of-

the-art results on these types of problems in seconds, as the network can generate a

solution to a large problem quickly without requiring a human-engineered heuristic.

This thesis also sought to lay some groundwork with regard to algorithm design

and hyperparameter tuning for DBA and similar architectures. The results of the

experiments performed provided insight into successful design choices in this area.

6.2 Limitations

The goals of this thesis fell into two broad areas: expanding the realm of application

for the DBA architecture, and exploring the factors which effect DRL performance in

OR/CO settings. While the research performed here made progress in both of these

areas, the goals themselves were far-reaching. Because of this, the results obtained

by this study were somewhat limited. The most important limitations are described

below.

The first is that this study was unable to reproduce some of the results of the

original DBA paper [10]. A direct comparison of results between these studies is

not possible, as Gibbons’ results are reported only in the form of optimality gaps

for a dataset which is not publicly available. Despite this, Gibbons’ reported that

the optimality gap across the testing dataset was always less than 24.91%. The gap

between the greedy results and the A2C results is larger than this for some problems,

indicating that the results on the WTA problem in these experiments were not quite
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as good as in Gibbons’ paper.

A possible reason for this may be missing details from the training process which

cause the implementation of A2C or GAE in this research to differ from Gibbons’

implementation. Several details regarding the network structure were missing from

Gibbons’ paper (e.g. the exact location of nonlinearities and batch-normalization

layers), and were only implemented properly after consulting with Gibbons’ directly.

It is possible that some details regarding the training process were similarly omitted,

and that this may have adversely affected the training process. This limitation could

also apply to the structure of the WTA problem. Further research into this architec-

ture and training process may reveal additional aspects which are necessary for the

level of performance reported in Gibbons’ paper.

Another limitation for this research was the amount of computing power and

memory available, and how that impacted the grid search process. Due to the spatially

and computationally expensive process of training these networks, the grid search only

investigated three parameters, and the search space for each parameter was limited

(see Section 5.1). In the results of Experiment 1, all three parameters showed patterns

which placed them at the limits of the parameter space for most problem-algorithm

combinations. This suggests that the optimal values for these parameters were not

within the search space, and that an extended search space may find parameters

which perform better than those found in this thesis. Expanding the search space for

this thesis was not possible due largely to memory limitations.

The last limitation of this work surrounds the applicability of this work to future

OR research. DBA is a single network architecture which can be applied to a wide

variety of problems, however the field of DRL for OR/CO is very young. It is possible
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that future architectures will use different operations or training methods which the

hyperparameters found in this study don’t apply to. There is still reason to believe

that other architectures for these problem types will be similar to DBA, as they

will need to address some of the same challenges which prevent traditional neural

networks from being used (see Section 2.3 for details). While other architectures will

certainly require hyperparameter searches of their own, this research will hopefully

provide theoretical scaffolding which will speed up this process and reduce the time

and effort spent on design choices for future work.

6.3 Future Work

There are many improvements, changes, and extensions which future studies could

make to the experiments performed here which may expand or improve the applica-

tions of the DBA architecture. The first and most obvious would be an increase to

the search space. As discussed above, results suggested that the search space may

have been too restricted, and that larger hidden size, number of stacks, and learning

rate all may potentially improve results. Other variables, such as varying γ or λ in

the GAE calculations (see section 2.1.1), could also be explored using a larger grid

search.

Furthermore, the experiments performed here tested the performance of DBA

using a small subset of the problems and DRL algorithms which exist. The algorithms

tested in this thesis were an attempt at a small but representative sample of the wide

range of algorithms in use today, however there are many other popular algorithms

which could be tested as well. For example, Deep Deterministic Policy Gradient is

a popular off-policy policy-gradient algorithm which adds noise to the policy during
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training [36]. This may help the agent explore the state space better during early

phases of training.

Similarly, it may be useful to explore newer improvements to the algorithms im-

plemented, such as by adding importance sampling to the DDQN algorithm to make

better use of the replay memory [121]. Imitation learning is another area of DRL

which may be useful for OR problems. Imitation learning allows an RL agent to

learn from high-quality example solutions while also benefiting from its own explo-

ration [122, 123, 124]. This could take advantage of the existing high-quality solutions

which are available for certain problems, even if those high-quality solutions are ex-

pensive to generate.

With regard to the problems examined, future work may either focus further on the

problems investigated here, or may extend DBA to new problems. Work which focuses

on the problems examined here may attempt to improve results on these problems,

either by modifying the network or by further exploring the hyperparameter space. It

may also examine variations on the problems themselves, such as by solving different

problem sizes or modifying the constraints. This is especially relevant for the NSP,

as the constraints used for this problem vary wildly, and many existing papers have

formulations which use large numbers of complex constraints [3].

There are two promising avenues for extending DBA to new problems as well.

The first would be applying DBA to problems which have well-established baselines

for comparison, such as routing problems like the TSP or VRP [93, 77]. These

problems have a spatial component similar to the ST-WTA, but would allow the

results to be compared more readily with existing research, including other DRL

methods [125, 126, 77]. The second avenue would be to use the brand new OR-Gym
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library [127], which now provides a set of pre-implemented OR problem environments,

some of which DBA could be applied to. This kind of environment would allow

DBA to be tested on a wider variety of OR problems without much work spent on

environment implementation.

This section covered just a few of the ways in which this research could be built

upon. As a relatively new area of research, DRL for OR/CO still has a huge amount

of room to grow. DBA likely has significant untapped potential in this field, and this

thesis will hopefully pave the way for future research and applications.
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